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Foreword

In recent years. as measurement has been increasingly
involved in a broad-spectrum of educational and social
issues, the annual Invitational ,Conference on Testing
Problems has focused its attention more and more on
analyses of the issues themselves as well as the testing tech-
niques applicable to them. In 1974, in recognition, of this
broader scone, we decided to drop the words "Oil Testing
Problems" and organize the meeting under the simpler and
less restrictive title of the "Invitational Conference."

The 'theme of the 1974 Conference was Moral Develop.
ment. Speakers examined concepts of moral leadership,
some professional and ethical questions, moral awareness in
higher education, as well as the technical problems of
measuring moral development and the role of the public
schools in fostering it. WC could not have asked for a more
provocative or appropriate theme or more stimulating
speakers. .
1 should like to thank DE Wane Holtzman who, as Chair-
man of this particularly exciting Conference, was respon-
sible for bringinmogether speakers and theme. We are also
most grateful to Dr. Gunnar Myrdal for his stimulating and
insightful luncheon speech. It was a memorable first Invita-
tional Confere ce.

William W. Turnbull
PRESIDENT
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Over the past 33 years,* Educational TostirT Service has establish an
;enviable reptitation, by organizing and supprrting its annual split tonal
Conference on Testing Problems. Technicalmoblcnis rn teg...develc Menlo
policy issues concerning the use of tests, recent trends in new tec no."agy,
rind Me lisseSsment of educational chat* are 'hut a few of l e recent
,topics (kiting With measurement and 'evaluation. in educatio The 'last
conference stressed the Importance of the individual and surernent
problems related 'to self understanding and personal deveit melt. The
theme of the 1974 Invitational Conference is a fuithei der lure from an
emphasis upon -testing problems.

Moral development is a topic dr wide interest throughout society. in past
generations, when the dominant values 4nd morapiecept, of the educated
classes constituted a shared consensus, no one questione the althorn) pf
schools 'to teach the vaines. attittides, and oVal b avor commonly
acciplett. by the majority of chi/trio. For thi bast se oral decades, how-
-ever, tire public schtiols, have retreated WA e neural education,
recognizing Ole rights of the individual to his own 141tefs and the plural-
istic nature of sOciety. But in recent years, there h. been a return to the
bask questions concerning the role of education in he moral development
of the Individual. r

During the same period, there has been a renew d interest on jhe part of
psychologists, philosophers, and educators rit lb nature of mural develop-
ment within the growing child. A major addle' at the 1973 invitational
Conference concerned the development of oral stages, us uses and
abuses, by Professor Lawrence Kohlberg of 1- aivard University. Together
with Fenton of Carnegie Mellon U.,nversity, 1 ohlberg has been developrns..

,moral dilemma lessons that can be incur sled Into the school cur-
riculurn. An inaeasing !..oncein among WI aims for affective education
dealing with values, interests, rind attitudes s also apparent.

The rise of the. counterculture move: lent in the late (0s and the
subsequent heightened cow rrn with II! ral issues and ilieconduct of
'society's leaders is particularly fresh in the minds of everyone. Fur these
reasons. the partiopants for the 1974 Invitational Conieren%liave been
drawn from a much broader band of 4xpertisc than-any of the previous
conferences. Indeed. most of the speal,ers are outside the field of psychol-
Ogy and education. /



living gustol opened the ;Ai nieteme with a ringing call for r sir ilia w

authority (but not authornanenism) within our major social institutions.
particularly-the schools, ife extended the ideas of Edmund Burke that
absence of obligation means a diminution of humanity. and that moral

deprivation results when no obligations are imposed
Martin Trow stressed the mural issue of understanding nettittse evidence

in the search for truth and discovery within our universities .Moral
development occurs o a byproduct of teaciiing whereby the teacher pro

sides a model by adhering to the moral tmpetitives of intellectual
disciplines and the joys of discovery and analysie4fie cautioned that the

lack of quantitative measures of the impact of iollege upon individual
development should nut be misinterpreted as meaning the college has nu

-4t impact.
Murray Schwat t`i brought a fresh petspective to the conference in his

evealing discussion of mural dilemmas confronting 14wyers and their

ofessional educators. The total client -commitment model, which asserts
t a lawyer should du Levelly thing for his client that is lawful even to the

ex ent of taking unfair advantage of the client's adversary. hits ,!..ininated

law \ practice in the past. But this standard is being challenged strongly

k

within law schools, professional societies. and he public arena While Dean.

}SCI1Wpal raises important issues that acco.i..t rot the ambivalence and
exanfusion of the Amman public conceming the roles and behavior of
fowl/ell, he has 110 clear solutions to oiler lot the res moil of these

dilemmas.
eninnar Myrtle', the distinguished Nobel Laureate, touched on some of

they sa,rne IMO in a sweeping review of the shottc,,mings of educational
systems in underdeveloped countries, His luncheon address set the rage

for a MOM detailed examination of rite measurement of mural develop

merit acnd the role of public schools. the topics of the afternoon session.

Jane toeinnger presented a (Attical analysis of three competing models or
moral development and then implications for riteask.ing moral maturity
Traditional psychometric methods would be appropriate only for the
ability model in which mural growth would be measured as proportionate
achievement of an adult norm, in for the profile model which is a multi

valve version of the same concept. Measurement in the stage sequence

model of ['seem and Kohlberg involves matching a particular response to a

sequence of, qualitative descriptions. of the stage structures and their

manifestations rather than counting the number of right answers

loevingei piovides dteailed suggestions for measurement using the stage,
sequence model She also stresses the close interrelationship of moral
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riervelqpinersi interpersonal development. development of self concept and

,imier life n a single integrated sttuetute. 1

Witsiin Jtiles seviewed the rule of the schools in moral development .

dining the: past SO years and concluded that ambits attempts at that
=trued tiort-Tieldeil question-stsat best_ The teaching of
motit '0 a copybotKrnaxims is not the role the schirirl sbouldIday in
trinstd:deVel pment. At the same time, the school-cannot be a value-neutral
portinyor Of 'Avitive skills. leaving moral education to the fermi', &ouch,
rutd.comnignity. He states that the school must take responsibility fin the
trantinittin At a unifying set of values rot a diverse society as well as the
teaching of values concerning the intrinsic worth and dim', of the indi-
vidual. He offers four sussegions for imploving the moral climate of the
classroom and acceleating the moral development of child/ea.._ _ _ _

Ilieiiiii fieseittiffins 494.1t.ci lively discuss:on that followed covered a
coning points of vie w concerning the staturewide range of topics and ni ct

of moral development, the predominant educational philosophies in mil,
schools, the distinctions between impugn undetstanding of moral
dilemmas and actual conduct. dlr. issues of measurement in the study of
moral development, and the cf. ,...t of criterra fur- validating theories and
techniques. While there may be some disappointed participants who came
seruching for simple answers to pressing questions or new solutions to
perceived moral crises in &wet), the great majority were highly stunulated
and richly rewarded by the variety ....f fresh new FhAnts and the penetrating
analyses _of difficult t.Ssues that charactenzed il l.. presentations and
discussion of a most timely topic in America toiLly,

Wayne H Minton
CHAIRMAN





EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

Measurement Award
1974

The EIS As fur lkstingoAstred Smut to Measitement was established
m 1970._to, be presented annu alls. to an tadtvidual whot work and cotter

have tad pars Lovett on developments in equational and psycho
logtfol ftle2WW111411L The M74 Award was presented at the Conference by
EIS President Witham W. Turnbull to Ramo, J P Guilford with the
fallowing mtation

The woes of I P_ Guilford trans tour decades and much of modern
roycitolos, In an age tit g-pettalitatsuh he has excelled in numerous
field,. Ilit contributions hate tilunimated areas of experimental
psysbotob. personably theory add measurement, statistical psIchol
es}, and the definition and measurement of menial abilities.

Thtoughout h s distinguisbed weer. Professor Guilford has con-
tributed extensively to the literature in psychology as author,
co-auttiot, or editor of books, monopaphi, and armies in professional
journals firs major works. Pirchiohetric Yolked; and Fundamental
Staiittes rn Parchislogc and Education. have provided direction for
important developments in factor psychophysical methods.
scaling, and test theory His writin, on factor analyst arc outst;nding
reference wotks for mse.u.h mcholopsts tluoughout the world_

A man of integrity. fairness. and personal warmth. Marmot
Guamd has always been held in the highest esteem by his colleagues
and students Over the years, he has been elected to the presidency of
several professional otganaations, among them tht American Psycho-
logical Association and the Psychometric Society

As a dedicated s,ientist.lie has persistently encouraged the use of
experimental fogo, to enhance the power of .factor analysis end
psychorncrh. theory Asa te.cher, tic has stimulated cores of
students to folloA. le: search for J fuller understanding of human
behavior

In recognition ; of dedication and senior that has had a
Major impact on (,,JtionJi and p..hologi,a1 measurement, ITS is
greased to present its 1'14 Ak;card for Distingolied Service to
Measurement to / P Guilford_

12
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Previous Recipients of the
EISMeasurement Aviarti.

1970 E. F. Lindqu141
1971 Lee I 0-onbielt
1972 Robert L. Thqrndike
1973 Oscar K Bums
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Moral and Ethical Development.
in a Democratic Socty

J

IRVING KR1STOL ) .
Henry Luce Professor of Urban Values-at
New York University and Co-editor of The Public Interest

I have been asked to speak about "MOral and Ethical Development in a
Democratic Society," and I should like to begin by taking as my text a
long report that appeared in the September 2 issue of Z7te New York
Times this year. Under the heading "A Coed Camp That's' Run Like a
Mountain Resort," the reporter gives us a glowing account of Camp
Keowa, NeW York a camp for 200 teen-age boys and girls run by the high
school division of the Boy Scouts of America. It is a quite radicaLdepar-
ture from 'he Boy &out camps of yesteryear. There ark no uniforMs, and
no bugles are blown for reveille- because, the reporter explains, "Teen-
agers are too sophisticated for that kind of stuff these days." T campers
go to bed when they please, rise When they please, and pa the day as
they please. The only rules are no drugs, no liquor, and no coed showers.
According to the Times, the kids absolutely loved this new kind of camp,
and the final paragraph of the story consists of the following enthusiastic
endorsement by one of the campers:

"The best part of all was that vt didn't have to clean up our cabins,"
said Edward Meyer, 16, of Brooklyn, who spent much of his time at
camp playing poker and wound up winning S50. "Qur floor was
covered-with garbagt. And nobody made-us/pick it up."

Mind you, this is a Boy Scout camp, and- as we ali know-the Boy
Scouts haves always had it as their over; iding aim to promote the moral
development of young people. Presumably, Camp Keowa is engaged in this
task and, according to lie Times reporter, the young people interviewed,
and the camp offiLials quened, It is aving an extraordinary success. True,
the flays of the cabins seem to be c ered with garbage. But is that any
real cause for concern? What has garbag to do it oral development?

I think that's a very interesting question, and not at all a merely rhetor,
iC31 one. Most of us who are middle-aged were, after all, rased io think

t.
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Moral and Ethical Development

that there was indeed some kind of connection between people's

garbage and the people's morals. Were we wrong? Were we, as the Times

-suggests, a.generation that suffered from a deficiency of sophistication? It

seems to me that the question is worth exploring, and I can think or'no
t.tter way to begin than by lingering over that word inthe title of the

subject which has been given'inethe word "development."
-

Letting Morality Happen

"Development" is such a curious word,.so tantalizingly neutral and there-

fore so ambiguous in defining our relation to morality:After all, the title

could easily have been "Moral and Ethical Education in a Democratic

Society." Why wasn't it? Well. I assume the reason is that the sponsors of

this conference were not all certain that it is a proper function of educa-

tion to shape young people according to any specific set of moral

standards. and the phrase "moral ediration"loes'imply an activity of that

sort. The term "development," on the other hand, suggests that morality is

something that exists embryonically, within every child -rather like an
intelliehce quotient-and that education can be satisfied by encouraging it

to Unfold toward its fullest potentiality. "Morality," in this viev is some-
, thing that happens to one. And edtication then becomes process'of

"liberating" human possibilities for this eventual happening r _zher than or

defining human possibilities in an approved way.
This is certainly a very comment notion for a teacher, or for anyone in

a position of 5uthortty. because it means that he (or she) need not himself,

have any firm moral beliefs, to say nothing of providing a moral model of

any kind. The process of "development" can then be regarded as a purely

technical problem -a problem of means, not of ends and the "solution" is. )*

to get people (young people, especially ) to have feelings about morality

and to think about morality . to be morally sensitive and "morally aware.",

as we say. Once this teas been successfully accomplished, the task of educa-

non is finished. What kinds of people emerge from this process is sonic-

thing we cars leave to the people themselves freely to decide, the final

disposition of their moral sentiment; and ideas is their business, not

anyone else's.
G's all very odd and most interesting. It's rather as if an expert in

gardening were to compose a manual on "Botanical Development in a

Suburban Lands ,mac." Ile would then give you all sorts of important
information on how things grow weeds .is well as flowers, poison ivy as

4 I-
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Irving Kristol

well as rose gardens-without ever presuming to tell you whether you
`should favor one over the other, or how to favor one over the other. In
fact, there are no such gardening manuals -precisely because any gardener
will indeed hav some definite ideas'as to what a garden might look like.
Different gardeners will have different ideas, of course; but there will be a
limit to this variety. The idea of a garden does not, for instance, include an
expanse of weeds.or of poison ivy. And no gardener would everkconfuse a
garden with a garbage dump.

In contrast,;we seem unable or unwilling to establish defining limits to
the idea of a moral person. We are, as it were, gardeners with all the latest
implements and technology, but without an idea of a garden, and unable
even to distinguish between garden and a garbage dump. Is this a func-
tion of mere ignorance? Or mere timidity? I think not. Rather, we have a
kind of faith in the nature of people that we do not have in the botanical
processes of nature itself-and I use the word "faith" in its full religious
force. We really do believe that all human beings have a natural relos
toward becoming flowers, not weeds or poison ivy, and that aggregates of
human beings have a naturals predisposition to arrange themselves into
gardens, riot jungles or garbage heaps. This sublime and noble faith we may ,
call the religion of liberal- humanism. It is the dominant spiritual and
intellectual orthodoxy in America today. Indeed, despite all our ch ter
about the separation of church and state, one can even say it is the of cial
religion of American society today, against which a9 other religions can be
criticized as divisive and parochial.

I happen not to be a believer in this religion of liberal humanism, but
this is not the time or place for theological controversy and I am not, in
any case, the best qualified person for such a controversy. What I want to
point to, and what I wish to discUss, is Iht<litical and,social crisis which
this religion of Hera; humanism is evidently provoking. I shall not try to
controvert the liberal-humanist thesis that there is no superior knowledge
available as to how people should be morally shaped, nok shall I try to
disprove the flips that the people will, if left alone.,thape themselves
better than anyone or anything can shape them. I shall simply remark
what I take to be a fact. Though the majority of the American people may
well subscribe to some version of this religion and I think they do they
end up holding iq contempt all the institutions in which the ethos of this
religion is incarnated. Indeed, and incredibly enough, they become
increasingly "alienated" from these institutions, and end uplieling that
these irr mut ithis are in some way "unresponsive" and "irrelevant" to their
basic. needs. And not only "unresponsive" and "irrelevant," but actually
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"repressive" as well. It is a historical fact of some significance, I would say,
that though schools were never particularly popular institutions among
young people, it is only in recent years, as our schools have ceased trying
to "form" young people and have tried instead to "develop" them, that
the school has some to be widely regarded as a kind of prison.

The Legitimacy of Institutions

What we are talking about is the legitimacy of institutions, and what I am
suggesting is' that the moral neutrality of our institutions, espeLtally our
educational institutions, ends up robbing them of their\popular legitimacy
Nor does it matter if this moral neutrality is, at the moment, popularly
approved of and sanctioned by public opinion. It still ends up depriving
these institutions of their legitimacy. One does not, after all, have to be a
particularly keen student of history or psychology 'tolnow that people
will accept of tolerate or even praise institutions which, suddenly. will be
experienced as intolerable and unworthy. Institutions, like worm-eaten
trees, Lan look healthy and imposing, until they crumble overnight into

the dust. If you look at the (alders subnuld to the French Assembly on
the eve of the great revolution, you will find r of a breath of dissatisfaction
with the monarchy -not a hint of republican aspirations. Similarly, early in

# 1964, an opinion poll among students at the University of California at
Berkeley found that the overwhelming ma.Truy thought very well of the
school and believed they were getting an excelienteducanon there. Never-
theless, both Louis XVI and Clark Kerr soon' otitid themselves riding the
whirlwind. Such abrupt eruptions of profound tliscontent,'catching us all
by surprise-whether we are talkifig about the,rebelliousness of racial
minorities, or young people, or women, or whomever are characteristic of
A,iertcan society today. They are also characteristic of a society whose
institutions-whether they be political institutions, or schools, or the
family- -are being drained of their legitimacy that is to say. of their moral

acceptance.
We try to cope with this problem by incessantly "restructuring" our

institutions so as to make them more "responsive" to popular agitation.

But that obviously does not work very well. The more we fiddle aroutid

with our schools. for instance, the more energetically we restructure and
then re-restructure them according to the passing fancy of intelle,,tual

fashion, the inure steadily do they lose their,good repute. In desperation,
many of our reformers are falling back on the pr,,position that such

, .
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trying Kristoi

symptoms of discontent are really signs of good health and vigor that it is
natural for people to become more dissatisfied as things get better, and as
they learn. ,o appreciate the possibilities of even further improvement. Of
all the absurdities of contemporary political sociology, this mast rank as
the most bizarre. It amounts to saying that, as the people's condition
improves, they are bound to feel worse rather than better -more unhappy
rather than more content. But surely the purpose of improvement is to
make Men and wonien feel more satisfied; not more dissatisfied -other-
wise. in What sense can we talk of "improvement" at all?

.It is apeculiarly perverse and morose view of human nature which; claims
that men's inevitable response to good actions is to feel bad. It is a view of
human nature which, though desperately proposed by liberal \humanism to
explain the peculiar behavior of its believers, makes non'tense\of the creed
of liberal humanisM itself, which cannot possibly subsist on \the premise,
that the perfect human condition is one in which men are better off than
ever before but feel miserable as never before. The unthinking way in
which we nevertheless echo the thought that lively dissatisfaction is a form
of "creativity," and that the generation of such "creativity" is 4 token of
reformisl success rather than a sign of reformist failure this is ta declara-
tion of intellectual bankruptcy, and nothing else. It is nothing more than a
way in which reformers secure an ideological credit card, good in
perpetuity, which they can then indefinitely bank on regardless of their
.rash condition.

The irony of our present situation, as I see it, is that, as our institutions
try to become ever more "responsive" to their constituencies, the people
seem to put less and less faith in them generally. One can only conclude
that either there is something wrong with the idea of "responsiveness" as
We currently understand it, or that there is sonic fault in our idea of "the
people" as we currently understand it. I should like to suggest that there is
something wrong with both of these ideas, is we currently understand
them and that. ultimately, we are talking about a single error rather than
a dual one. an error in the way we conceive the relations between a people
and their institutions in a democratic society.

Strategies of Responsiveness

There is an old Grouch() Marx diestnut about how he resigned from a club
immediately upon being ejected to membership his .resignation being
prompted by the thought that any dub winch uould :led him a member

19
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Moral and Ethical Dave loptrant

couldni possibly be worth joining. 1 think that, in this old chestnut-, there
is a less0.for all' us about "'responsiveness." More and more of our

. institutions have ben "reaching out" for "greater participation" and
"greater involvement" and an ever - larger number of those new recruits to
full membership in the club have been quietly resigning, in fact if not in
'formality, To which our clubs seem to answer. "That's alright. Resigning is
a way of belonging, and` maybe the best club is one consisting of members
who have resigned." This is the conclusion, at any rate, the. Boy Scouts
Seem to have reached.

It is not easy to say to what degree our various strategies of "responsive-
ness" are motivated by sly cunning or plain self-deception. Thus, in the
heyday of campus protest over the Vietnam war, and amidst an upsurge of
political radicalism in general among college students, Congress decided to
lower the voting age to 18. Now, to the best of my knowledge, there was
not a single protest meeting on any American campus on the issue of a
lower voting age. Similarly, to the best of my knowledge, Congress did not
deceive a single mass petition from young people on this matter. Neverthe-
less, Congress decided that, in the face of all this unrest, it couldn't simply
remain mule and impasSive. So it decided to be "responsive" in its way. It
didn't end the Vietnam war, and it didn't abolish capitalism, but instead
passed a constitutional .stnertdment lowering the voting age to 18. That
amendment was prompt ratified by the requisite number of state legis-
lators, and shortly there; fter Richard Nixon was elected President by an
overwhelming majority oil the popular vote, and unrest on the campus was
replaced by,apathy. One annot say Congress intended things to work out
this waymost of tlIQ lib rids who were the ardent proponents of a Jower
voting age certainly did 11 t. But, in retrospect, there is reason to concede
some substance to the laMent of student radicals tlia' -i sort of con, game

'lad been practiced upon them.
So, one of the was in which we are characteristidally "responsive" is to

give dissatisfied people wIta,t they have not asked for and what there was
never any sound reason for believing dry really wanted. Thus, when non-
whites in the ghettos of New York Cii began to express dissatisfaction
with the fact that their children were eing graduated horn high school
without oven being able to read or r'ec on at an elementary school level,
they were promptly given "cominurajty control" over their local school
boards and "open admissions" to the,,,senior city' colleges. But if you look
back at the course of events , yv,sill discover that there never was any
real popular demand for either "community control" or "open admis-
sions." Neither of them had any bearing on the Prolifems at hand. As a

8
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matter of fact, any authentic conception of "community control" stands
in rank contradiction to the practice of busing students for purposes or
integration, which is also under way in New York's schdols. What is the
point of giving citizens "control" over their local schools when their
children are being bused away to be taught in other schools? And, as
concerns "open admissions," what is the point of admitting into college
high school graduates' whose problem is that they cannot read at an
eightli-grade level? How does that solve the problem?

But we are also "responsive" in another, seemingly more candid but
actually even more cunning, way. This is to give people what they are
actually demanding -or at least what some are vociferously demanding -in
the tranquil knowledge that these demands are misconceived anyway, and
that their satisfaction is a meaningless gesture. That is what has happened
with regard to parietal,rules, course gradings, class attendance,' urriculum
requirements, nominal student representation on various committees, and
so forth, on so many of our college campuses. and even in our lower
schoojs as well. The strategy here may be defined as follows: When
confronted with protest, dissatisfaction, and tumult, disburden yourself of
your responsibilities but keep all your privileges, and then announce that
your institutions have enlarged the scope of "participation" and
"freedom" for all constituents. Since "participation" and "freedom" are
known to be good democratic things, you have the appearance of rectitude
and the reality of survival. ,

This complicated game of "responsiveness" has been skillfully played
these past' years and has enabled a great many institutions to maintain and
secure their imperiled positions. In that sense, it has been_unquestionality
successful. In a deeper sense, however, it has gained nothing but timea
precious enough gain, but only if one realizes that it is simply' time that
has been gained, and that this time must be used productively if the gain is
to be substantial rather than illusUry. It is not my impression that any such
realization exists, or even that people in authority are reflecting seriously
on the events of the past decade. The question of the diminished legit-
imacy of out institutions is not being confronted in the hope, no dOubt,
that it has gone away of its own accord. But I do believe it a serious error
to think it has,sone away, despite the sullen calm which now pervades our
socicty. It seems to me, rather, that more and more people are showing
more and more contempt for that club- the club which consists of the
collectivity of our institutions to which they have been elected.iThey
may have ceased to abuse the facilities so excessively, but they are
certainly not using them productively, nor do they'show the slightest

9
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inclination to pay their dues, As a matter of fact their attachment is so
obviously fragile that no one has asked them to pay any dues.

But who wants to belong to a club where you don't have to pay dues of
any kind? What kind of a club is that?

The Importance of OJigations

It has been argued, by ,p( linol philosophers and educators through-the
ages, that it is unwise t give people rights without at The same lime
imposing on them oblig tions that rights without obligations make for
irresponsibility, just as obligations without rights make for servility
Edmund Burke pushed A us thesis a little further when he declared that it

.was part of the people'A rights to have obligations- that an absence of

obligation means a diminption of humanity, because it signifies a condi-
tion of permanent immatifrity. But'l would say we can extend this line of
thought even further; and declare with some confidence, based on our own

more recent expelience, hat obligation is not only a right but a need-
people upon whom no obligations are imposed will expeeien:e an acute
sense of deprivation. It is our striking failure to recognize this phenome
non of moral deprivation for what it is which explains our fumbling and

evett,c hical response to the dissatisfaction that Americans are expressing

tow'a,rd their institutions.
I would claim that the main point which emerges from the American

expeHence of late 1% that people do not have confidence in themselves
that people do not have respect for institutions which, instead of making
demands upon the people, are completely subservient to their whims. One

can even make the point More generally. Just as people will have no sense

of prideful belonging to a society that has so low an opinion of them that
it thinks it absurd to insist that people become better than they are, sd
they will feet equally alienated from a society that proclaims so high an
opinion of them that it findgit absurd to insist that they need to become
better than they are.

Institutions that pander to citizensand I use that Word "pander"
advisedlyinstitutions which pander to the citizen in an effort to achieve
popularity may get a good press for a while. Our mass ivedia, for which
panderingas an eLonomic necessity are naturally keen to see other institu-

tions remake themselves in the media's own image to become

"responsive" the way a television station or network is responsive.

"Responsiveness," here, means to satisfy popular appetite or desire or

We
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whim or fancy or, rather, to sanify what is thought at any moment to be
popularAppttite or desire or whim or fancy. Such "responsiveness." being
tiniely:and, circumstantial, is thought also to be "relevant." But amidst the
noise of: mutual self-coniratulation, what Is lost sight of is the fact that
these Aititutions, floating. on clouds 4f approval and selfapproval, have
ypro,2," fedi themselves from ark solid ground of moral legitimacy from
which all institutions teeelye their longtrm nourishment.

Do I exaggerate? Well, let me be specific about the problems of ghetto
education- problems which I know you are all seriously concerned with, if
not directly involved with. We have had,'Idunng the past decade, dozens of
hold innovations in the schooling of slum Kids, each of them claming to

'be more "responsive" and more "relevant" than the previo"s ones. Some
of these innovations have even red.scovered forms of classroom organize
tion and techniques of pedagog, that were popular a hundred years
ago-and you can't be more innovative than that! FACil innovation, at
some moment, is held up to us as a "breakthrough," is the subject of
enthustastic magazine articles and television reports on the ender of the
Tims report on Camp Keowa is quickly imitated by enterprising school
administrators elsewhere, and is generally judged to be a success before
any results are in. Then it quietly vanishes, and nothing morc is heard
about it as attention focuses on sonic still newerinnovation, by some
other bold educational reformer who has "broken through" encrusted
tradition and has con With an even more "responsive" and "'relevant"
program. general, the criteria of "relevancf; and "responsiveness" is the
degree 'to fiiclt the new educational sul,me panders to the appetites, the
fancies; the whims of the students, and avoids anything that looks like an
exercise of authority.

Meanwhile, back in the ghetto_ there continues to exist a whole set of
successfql souls which no one pays any attention to. These schoolsare
successful in the most elementary yet crucial terms. There is a long list. of
parents trying desperately to register their children in these schools, the
truancy rate and transfer rate are low, there is less juvenile delii,quency, a
lower rate. of drug addicour. among all students, and academic achieve
ment levels tend to be slightly higher than average. I am referring, of
course, to the parochial schools in the ghetto, which no one writes about,
which the media ignore, but which in the opinion of parents and students
alike are the most desirable of all ghetto schools. Many or these parochial
schools are in old buildings with minimal facilities a pitiful library
perhaps, a squalid gymnasium perhaps, a Tartan lunchroom perhaps.
Anyone_who had ever taken the trouble to open his or her eyes to the
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'existence of these schools would not have been astonished and taken
abackas so many were by the findings of the Coleman report that the
condition or even nonexistence of such physical facilities had little
connectionwith educational achievement.

Why are the.parochiai schools in the ghetto so well regarded' The answer

is obviouk They ate selfrespeCling institutions, demanding institutions.
withcstandards that students are expected to meet. ManY of them even
have and enforce dress codes, as a symbolic gesture of self affirmation. By
making such demands upon their students, they cause then students to
make demands upon themselves and, most important. causeatheir stu
dents to realize that the only true moral and intellectual "development"
occurs when you do make demands upon yourself. And this the habit of
making demands upon ourselves is something that we learn from being
taught it, by precept and example.

The Case for Authority

I suppose what t ant saying can be and will be interpreted as just another
critique ut what we call "permissiveness." 1 should be unhappy if this
happens because I so intensely dislike both that term and its assoaations.
People who indiscriminately attack "permissiveness" are themselves vic-
tims of a confusion betweerouthonty and authoritarianism a confusion
they share with the reiy tendencies they criticize "Permissiveness" and
"authoritarianism" are indeed two possible poles of mural discourse they
are, both of them, the poles that conic into existence when the center no

longer holds, That center is airrhorsri . hi, which one means the exercise of

power toward ,some morally affirmed end and in suck a reasonable way as

to secure acceptance and sanction Legitimate authority is not
always reasonable.5ince this authority is exercise!l by'people who arc not,

in the nature of things, always reasonable. No one is always reasonable,
and legitimate. authority is therefore alway s open to criticism and cor-
rection. But if authork flay be flawed in NT Means of operation, both
"permissiveness" and "authoritarianism" are flawed in their goals. whin
are morally void and suhstanceless. This .second flaw. clearly is infinitely
more important than the first. since it induces a kind of technocratic
mania, with exponents of "permissiccness" figuring init ever new ways
of "liberating.' the citizen, but having no idea as to what he is being
liberated for, while exponents of "authoritarianism" are busy figuring out
how to control people for the sole purpose securing the power of
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existing institutions, with nu serious ..orkeption as to the ultimate purpose
of this poWer.
_ The 'permissive" person is all fa change. especially "local change. 'I.,
"atithoiltatiaAperson is all for 'stability," especially "social stability."
Rut there is inherentl ridiculous m being for change without
ho.ying4 ;leaf and vivid perceptiu of the kind of person and the kind of

commodity you want such chat;ge to eventuate In. Besides, if
there fs one thing:certain to this world. it is change. which is but a descrip-
tive -term for the natural processes of birth. growth, decline, and death..
The pckilital_problem is. neither producing change our suppress:lit& it. but
coping with it adapting to it in the least costly and mts: beneficial way.

Similarly, the "authoritarian" petson is all for stability But stability is,
in its own way, as inevitable as change. When we say stability. we mean.a
condition in which the arrangements of our lives, uld,..dual and collective,
acquire a meaning and a value it repieseros a victory over tht continual
flux of things, a temporary mastery over chance and destiny. The human
race needs such meanings, both individual and collective, if it is to claim
entitlement to the term "human A, .neaningless life and a meaningless
polity are insupportable 'and intolerable. So there is little point in singing
the praise of stability per se Just as one wants to know the answer to the
question "Change for what'. so one wants to know the answer to the
question "Stability for what?"

And the answers to these questions are prov.,..d by authorty.Foperly,
Understood. l am not talking about poiter, which is the capacity to coerce.
I am talking about authority. ip which power is not experienced as
coercive because it is infused. however dimly. with a moral intention
which corresponds to the moral sentiments and mural &deals of those who
are subject to this, ouwer. Education, in its only significant sense, is such.
an exercise in legitimate authority. And when educators say that they
don't kizetv what their moral intention is, that they don't Anew what
kinds of, human beings they are try mg to ..reJtc. they fuse surrendered all
claim to legitimate authority

At that point. it really doesn't much matter whether they resort to an
"authoritarian" mode of goserrian..e, th a blind and wilful reliance on
tradition. or on ,a "pormissive" mode of governance, which ens-outages
blind and aindesr"development_ I must say. for my tiwti part, that had
to choose blween these two modes. I would opt for the .Jtitoritattan-
in The hope that a mechanical iepetition ut the (cams just might reawaken
and neutial:Le the dead substane that used to give these forms meaning
and legitimacy. But this would be an extreme and desperate condition, and
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just.ai extieme.lcases make for bad daw. extreme ..onditions make for bad
educational philosophy and it is the better part of wisdom not t. linger

too long over theM. What 50 many of us fad see. however. is that the
prevailing upermissiveneis7 is also an exercise in desperation. which is
bound"to be self-defeating. "Moral development. as now concetved.
creates moral depovation ,a hu,.rror of the soul for biota! meanings which
is far more devastating and dangerous than any physical hunger And this
hunger of the soul will, in the end, vittsfy itself by gratefully submitting to
any `passing pseudoauthunty. sshr.h will be ..oetove in the extreme' and
will be accepted because tt is so coercive. because it does offer an ksc.apt

f rom a dreadful. meaningless freedom. Those kids at Camp Keowa. diessed
like slobs and sitting amidst their garbage and playing poker they %JILL

likelihood. end up by .enthusias.i.ally joining some movement whh:h
puts them in uniform, gi,ves them songs to ..pant in unison, and sees them
to work cleaning up every speck of dirt, under threat of the severest
penalties, Having liberated them from the naditional authorircur
Scouts, we shall certainly end up delivering_th,em to some newer more
rig ri.anti mere brutal authorttarsamwl

can ,already hiat the plaintive 'wieder But where on earth, in this
bewildered age, are out educators going to discover this moral authority
without authentic education is impossible'' WI..) is going to give us
the answers tia,,,questioris Jrpout. the meaning of our J.vidual and cullec
live ItveslI recognir:c both the .....,gent} and poignancy, of this lament
Ours is indeed a bewildered age But I iv..nald. at the risk of offending
ory of Yon, say this It sou have no sense of 7-Hirai authority. if you
have ho sovereign ideas about moral purpose. you ought nut to he vduca
tors There are many teLlinorair,, professions. in which tot all practical

purposes the knowledge of means suffices but edo, "ion is not one of
them. An educator who cannot give at least a tentatiVe and minimally

coherent reply to the question "Lduvation for what' is ....mparable to a
clergyman who ...ann.)y explain the purpose of religion We have nun) such
clergymen They, MN, talk :ibout -moral and ethical devdopment They.
too. wonder why so many young people seem bored with the auto uttons
their parents enlist them :n And they too, in tiespet3tiot, An}thIng

oldon favor of anything new Having lost opt lit own goal, they beorne
the captives of intellemal and nieolopcal fashion

Is it so different with our educators' I tear not th.iti$1 I like to

think otherwise And I'll begin to think otheruise %licit_ .1 conference

such ao this. I wt. listed on the agenda a .ession i!: +1531 f

o That is an event'l rut's! 4intere14 torv.ard
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Alcit 'Whether," but vHow?"

I take ply subject to be not whether the experience of higher education.
contributes to the moral development of those who are exposed to it, but,
rather, what forms that development may take, and through wh-at
mechanisms ,and processes it occuii. The question of whether higher
education has an influen'ce on the moral development of students is a
special case of the broader question of what impact, if any, colleges have
of any kind on the peOple who pass through them. Currently, there is a
fashionable;'widely held positton which asserts "argues" is too strong "a
word that higher education does not have much effect of any kind. For
example, a recent issue of Pkchologl Today (7) advertises an interview
with Theodore Newcohib on its front cove' with the title "Why College
Dues Not Change Students." In the table of contents the same interview is
given a slightly different title. "What Does College Do For A Person?
Frankly, Very Little." On the first page of the interview itself, however,
when 'asked. "What dues college do for a person ?' Newcomb answers
"Frankly', very little that is demonstrable" (emphasis added). And by the
second page, Newcomb is saying "I don't want to paint too black a
picture. Certainly sonic students get interested in ideas, learn how to read,
learn how, to use libraries. learn to think in ways they simply would not do
in another setting. Unfortunately, I don't think these benefits happen
often enough."

We are now a long way from the from cover, and have arrived at a
statement that most' of us can agree with. The experience of higher educa-
tion can and does have powerful effects on some students- I might have
added other effects to Newcomb's short list. But since neither Theodore
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Newcomb nor I, nor anyone else, knows how often it happens, or how
deep and widespread these effects are on how students think-and feel, it is
not difficult for us to agree that "it doesn't happen )ften enough."

There really is no doubt (fiat the experience of higher education has
effects on students, both :n their attitudes and behaviors. Newcomb and
Feldman (2) have summarized much of the evidence on this for us, and
more evidence has appeared since their book was published. It is true that
most of the indicators of change in our research on the effects of higher
education leave us dissatisfied. They are not adequate measures of things
we are really interested in, such as the growth 'and refinement of a stu-
dent's sensibilities, the development of independence of mind, personal
integrity, and mop! autonomy. We know that these 'qualities are
extremely difficult y study systematically: We don't know how to
measure them, their tppearance In action is often delayed until long after
the college years, they are the product of a person's whole life experience,
so that it is difficult to disentangle the independent effects of the college

experience on them. Neverth ess, to infer from the difficulty of measure-
ment that these effects don't cur "What does college do for a person?
Not much"--is to make the most serious error to which we members of the
research community are prone ale error of believing that if a phenomenon
can't be measured, it doesn't exist. This error is made by quantitatively
inclined researchers in alir-rff the social sciences. For example, Robert
Hartman (4, p. 278). an economist, has observed that:

Very little empirical evidence exists on external benefits E:onomists
who analyze public policy toward higher education have shown an
increasing tendency to regard the absence of good. hard quantified
data in this area as indirect evidence that no such benefits exist This
may be more a reflection of the deficiencies in the economists' educa-
tion or the narrowness of their perspective some things in this world
cannot he quantified.

I am not prepared to ac. ept that it is impossible. but I would agree that
we face the greatest difficulties in measuring with any precision the
amount or distribution of mom: growth in our colleges and universities.
And yet we persist. and I think rightly, in believing that moral growth does
occur to some unknown degree and extent among our students. If that
true, and if we continue to think the matter important enough to want to
know more about it. then we might shift our attention from the neasere-

'See also 13.12. Clark, et al. Students and Colleges lntera( non and Chaitge. Berkeley.
Center for Research and Development to Higher I ducation. 1972
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ment of effects or outcomes to a consideration of the proesses-of educa-
tion, and especially to the mechanisms through which colleges and
universities have whatever effect they have on the moral life of their
students. I am saying simply that we may be able to illuminate the ways in
which things happen without knowing a great deal ;bout how much or
how often they happen.

On the Mechanisms of Mora! Development

From that perspective, then, I would like to suggest a number of such
mechanisms. These notes should be seen not as warranted assertions but
rathsp as suggestions for the directions of research. With that under-
standing, I will allow myself. to speak with more assurance than, I feel

'about how these matters work.
Colleges and universities may influence the moral development of

students in a variety of ways, both intended and unintended.

I. There is 1,he influence of the Content of the curricultub that is, what
we teach in out formal course offerings; ' . .

2. There is the influence of how we teach -and especially of the concep-
tions we present or demonstrate of how we extend our understanding of
our subjects, of how we go about learning what we-know;

3. There is the influence of the teacher as a, person. both through his
personal relationships-with students and in his role as a...model of the
seeker of knowledge, for understanding:and for the truth (with a small

..T.4teie are at least two other important forces through which colleges and
universities shape the minds, sensibilities, and moral capacities of students.
One is through-the relations of studekts with one another -the influence,
as we say, of the peer grotip or of especially significant members of it.. The
second is the influence of the institutions as political entities in the
brOadest sense. the .unsequences for students 6,1. how the college or
university orders the relations among its members. of how it goveins its
own activities and its relationlIvith its environment. A good deal has been
written on both..-thgss subjects in recent years, though still, I believe,
without drawing the -ftrz#, implications oT their findings for the moral
development of studentsjlievertheless, after acknowledging the impor-
tance:of those influences, I would like to ..onfine iffy brief remarks to the
first three th3t I mentioned. the content and the forms of kstruction and

; t
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the role of the teacher. And even within these rubrics I will be both

sketchy anctselectivem.

TR Moral Impact of the Content of Instruction

The link§ between knowledge and moral a.iion are verymany and take

.many forms. But they have in common that morality evidences itself is

and action'. Where action, is 'narrowly-determined by power It-

necessity, where the range of personal decision'hardly exists, then there is

little room for the exercise of moral choice. (And in this grim century,

writers like Catnus have been led to reflect deeply on suicide as the
ultimate affirmation of moral freedom, the ...e,ciSe amoral choice under

the-most constrained circumstances.) But ignofance is also a constraint on

choide: Decisions require a knowledge of alternatives, and a moral decision

requires a knowledge of the probable consequences of those alternatives.

Much of- what we teach in our colleges and universities has as its aim the

extension of our students' awareness of the possibilities of alternative

courses ,of action and_a clarification of their consequences. In the social
sciences', this is very clear. There are, for example, few, issues more

important'to mankind than the questions surrounding population growth

We face these issues both in our own private lives and, as citizens and

political actors, w the realm oC population policy. When an Indian farmer

has tea children in the hopes of two sons surviving to support him in his

old age, we /cannot really speak,of a moral choice. But for ourselves and

our students; matters are otherwise. Ar..1 demographers, sociologists,
economists, and others can, help us see the movements of population

growth, the conditions under which these trends can be influenced, and

the probable consequences, for individuals and for societies, of different

ways of controlling the rate of growth of populations. Moral decisions do

not end there, but this kuid of knowledge about our alternatives and the

consequences of our choices, so far as we can see them, is a prerequisite

for the exercise of moral judgment in this area. And insofar as teachers_

discus,s these issues and try, in Max Weber's words, tt) "make more trans-

parent" the connections between cause and effect, then they teach in the

service' of the ethic of responsibility and the moral life.

The study 9f literature tontributes to moral growth in other and not less

important ways: I would not argue that literature justifies itself by its

capacity to teachand it is perhaps least successful when it aims most

directly at didactic instrimion. Yet literature, and I am thinking especially
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of the novel, does teach. At its best it breaks through the crusts of con-
ventional and .outine ways of seeing and feeling, and helps us to see,in
fresh and new ways how life is lived can be lived. When-we see the
world thrccugh Jane Austen's. amused and penetrating eye, we learn to
recognize insensitivity under the mask of manners; we learn that vulgarity
is not merely a demonstration of consistent bad taste, but has a moral
dimension and moral consequences. And we learn, with the help of Lionel
Trilling (8), to understand Jane Austen's commitment to the ideal of
"intelligent love" according to which, in Trilling's words, "the.deepest and
truest relationship that cm exist between human beings I§ pedagogic. This
'relationship cbmists in the giving and receiving of knowledge about --;ht
conduct, in the formation of one person's character by another, the

ceptance of another's guidance in one's growth." That concept of the
relation between love ar.d learning should Dave a special significance fOr us
as teachers and students (though it speaks also to the changing relations
between men and women in the society at large).

Of course; literature still has a life outside colleges and universities. But I
think it is simply true that most people who read literature in ways that
bear on their moral lives learn to do so in college, and do so with the help
of teachers- not all of whom need to be Lionel' Trilling to be helpful. We
can see in our lives. in the lives of our children and our friends, and
perhaps even in the lives of our students, how the study of literature can
influence one's capacities to make moral judgments and decisions, even
though we cannot meet Newcomb's severe requirement that we know also
how to demonstrate such effects.

But what we teach is not all in the service of moral growth. What we
teach may limit as well as expand, confuse as well as clarify, moral choice.
In a recent essay on "The Moral Crisis of the Black American" (5),
Orlando Patterson. a black sociologist at Harvard, argues bitterly against
the moral inadequacy of social science, which, in his view, by its well-
intentioned reliance on one or another form of social determinism as the
explanation of behailor. tubs blacks of the full human istatur.e. and dignity

--that must rest on an at..L.eptance of their moral autonomy. Patterson
observes that "the unusually high Lrime rate among black adults, the high
Fate of juvenile delinquency, the liTifirate--r..f.4,narital instability and
parent) inesponsibAny and the unusually high rate of dependence on
welfare among the group are explained with almost ridiculous ease by
social determinisui. Any budding, first-year undergraduate in the social
sciences could pre a Ilundred and one reasons why these rates should not
only in all probability be as they are, but. by all the laws of the social
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universe, had to be as they are. But," he continues, "to constantly explain "

away one's failures as a product of one's environment, or worse, of
another race's or class' doing, either directly or through the system it
controls, is to reduce oneself to the level,a an object and further proloqr
one's deperidensy on that other group or environment." Patterson
describes other Vit ys in which the dominant moral posture,of the social

sciences towards race-and I might suggest towards inequalities of almost
all kinds-has a morally destructive effect on the group whose relative
failures are being explained. I suggested earlier that social science con-
tributes to moral development by extending our awareness of the alterna-
tives of action, and the consequences of those alternatives. Here Patterson

points to a way in which social science works implicitly to deny, the
possibility of a choice among alternatives for certain groups. thereby
diminishing their moral autonomy and freedom.

One might also add a word about the moral failings (one might say
bankruptcy) of the modern college curriculum, marked in many places by
the collapse of all shared notions of what knowledge is of most worth.
This, in turn, reflects a confusion and lack of agreement about the nature
of a liberal education or the right relation of teachers and students. What
may be clarified in a course is confused in the curriculum. There are many
lessons & be learned from the anarchy of the college curriculum, and

among is the fear and abdication of authority and of its con-
coiftitant, responsibility. I suspect students learn that lesson too.

,The Moral Impact of the Methods of Inquiry

We hav-e a moral impact not only through what we teach, the content of
our subjects and disciplines, but also through our ability to show how we

come to know or believe what we do. There is a powerful morality implicit

in the canons of verification, in our scholarly and scientific methods and

procedures. This is perhaps must clear in our commitmen.t. to the search

fiir'negative evidence. Fin Max Weber (3. p. 147). this is the central moral
role of education. In his gre essay on "Science as Vocation," he asserts

that

The primary task of a useful teacher is to teach his students to
recognize -inconvenient- facts I mean facts that are inconvenient for
their party opinions And for every party opinion there are facts that
are extremely inconvenient, for my own opinion no less than for
others I believe the teacher accomplishes more than a mere intel-
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lectual task it he compels his audience to accustom itself to the
existence of such facts. 1 would be so immodest as even to apply the
expressi, n "moral achievement,"though perhaps this may sound too
grandios for something that should go without saying.

The acad mic disciplines embody, in their methods of work, procedures
deigned to \force their practitioners to,confront inconvenient facts. For
example, a major function of quantification in tluocial sciences is that it

- embodies impersonal procedures that ensure tilt. collection of negative as
14 well as supporting evidence for whatever "party opinion" we hold at the

Moment.
How does one deal with negative evidence? We tan manage easily enough

not to gather it; if we gather it,' we can ignore it; or we can report it
reluctantly and explain it away. Or we can actively search it out and make
it central to our studies as a major vehicle for gaining more knowledge and
a fuller understanding of what it is we are concernedwith. The search for
negative evidence and the decision to confront it and its implications for
our current views are, I think, moral acts. And if we can teach ourstudents

-,tO.examine their views in the light of evidence, and to seek out incon-
venient facts and opposing opinions, we have contributed to the develop-
ment of their moral capacities as well as our own. Because the'se are virtues
not merely of the scholar or scientist: A' respect for evidence and for
contrary opinion are qtialities of mind that we need throughout the
society, as we resist the terrible certainties and brutal simplifications of the
fanatic, the doctrinaire, the bigot, and the demagogue.

But while an acquired respect for negative evidence has a special role in
the moral impact of the academic disciplines, it is by no means the only
way in which learniag is implicated with values. Moreegenerally, science
and scholarship are "moral communities" whose members must create and
sustain a distinctive set of values in order to carry on their work. As
Bronowski (1, pp. 391-392) notes:

%we

The very activity of trying to refine and enhance knowledgeof
discovering "what is" imposes on us certain norms of conduct. The
prime condition for its success is a scrupulous rectitude of behavior,
based on a set of values like truth, dignity, dissent, and so on In
societies where these values did not exist, science has had to create
them, to make the practice a science liossible.*

*On the difficult questions of what the norms of science are, the degree to which
they guide behavior, and how they are enforced, see, for example, R.K. Merton, The
Sociology of Science, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1973, and
especially his essay on "The Normative Structure of Science."
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To what extent are students drawn into the "moral communities" of

science and scholarship, to what extent do they acquire their norms and

values as well as their knowledge and perspectives? That 'fit of course,

highly vaiiableIt has, traditionally, been` a central concern of graduate

educationand if graduate students in a department are not, fot some

reason, being "socialized" into that moral community effectivelyif, for

example, they pursue graduate studies as a continuation of their liberal

education, or use it for political or other ends of their own without

accepting the special research norms of science and scholarship- -then the

department, and perhaps the . discipline, are in some difficulties. The

acquisition of these scholarly 'and scientific porinsin other words, the

values of the discipline as a resear ch enterprisehas not been stressed for

undergraduates; it has been seen often as a symptom of premature profes-

sionalization or specialization. But increasingly, colleges and universities

are beginning to offer freshman research seminars tp introduce beginning

students to the discipline as a community of seekers for knowledge. And

that, inevitably, must. bring them at least to the borders of the discipline aso

a moral community. flow successfully that is accomplished with under-

graduat es,is, as I have said, variable and uncertain. But the success of those

efforts might well be an additional criterion of the impact of college on

studentsand we should be able to find ways to assess it.*

a

On the Moral Implications of Academic Programs and Policies

Mai rye been saying about the moral dimensions of scholarly and

scientific work may also have implications for the value of the academic

disciplines and 'specialties as compared with interdisciplinary studies. It is

perfectly clear that social problems do not present themselves in the

convenient categories of the academic disciplines; and that many of the

*We should also ask whether early introduction to MI norms and values of research

in a discipline need be at the Apense ot a "liberal education" a broad exposure to

a variety of ways ot looking at the worlds ot man and nature. etch with its Jaw%

somewhat' different, moral tenons to leash. In the design of .11.1 undergraduate

education, there are certain conflicts between the !init.?' community of inquiry and

the moral content of the major fields of learning Lensed), for example. what

anthropology can teach about the ill/man condition as over against how it goes

about finding things out Departments typically try to teach a little of both, the

latter often under the mbris "methods But while "methods" courw% may tell

students tliat there fl a moral community of inquiry. it is likely that only the

experience of %eel:mg knowlUge themselves through the discipline's ()WU methods

of inquiry will effeytively.brim students inside it.
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most important questions about man and society also transcend the
disciplinary boundaries. And a natural response to this is to argue against
the department as the unit of :organizatfon of undergraduate education,
and to-make attempts to organize interdisciplinary studies, especially in
the sociatsciences, that are more appropriate in their range of perspective§
and intellectual resources to the questions that students and society askof
them: I have made this argument myself from time to time in my own
university. But there may be a price that we pay for interdisciplinary
studies, to the extent that we substitute a richer but less systematic discus-
sion of issues for a narrower but more systematic one. I mean by
"syStematic" here the impersonal pressures that a discipline exerts on
those who work withiti its boundaries, pressures to formulate problems in
ways that can be add'ressed by evidence. Disciplines embott a variety of
controls over the influence of personal bias, and not least among these are
the procedures that force the confrontation with negative evidence.Inter-
disciplinary studies may bring a rich variety of perspectives to bear on an
issue, but, my impression is that when difficult problems arise, the
tendency of interdisciplinary courses is to look at the matter from yet
another perspective rather than confront the diffi.:ulty head-On. There is
also al work the well-known but little documented phenomenon of
"disciplinary courtesy". We are not inclined to challenge the professional
judgment or competence of colleagues in other disciplines. We are dis-
inclined both by the norm of professional courtesy and by our own lack of
specialized expertise in other fields to go behind the asseitions of other
disciplines to the structure of concepts and data on which they are. some-
times precariously, based.

I am not here making a general attack on interdisciplinary studies, of
which I am a warm if somewhat qualified admirer. I want only to suggest
that the price we pay for their breadth of perspective may lie in the moral
education of our students, at least, that part of their moral education
which arises out of a sense of the importance, indeed the value, of intel-
lectual difficulties. and a personal commitment to ..onfront them rather
than evade them by dropping the question and shifting the perspective to
another part of the intellectu41 forest. The policy implication may be that
interdisciplinary studies are not inherently preferable to a program of
coordinated studies within departments, but need to be examined in every
case on their on merits. In addition, we might pay more attention to their
methodology and try to find sways of requiring ourselves to confront
unwarranted assumptions and inadequate theorie.,, and to ask at strategic
moments for the evidence behind asse.tions in other people's disciplines.
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The concern for moral development has its implications for policy in
higher education. I mentioned earlier that the teacher can function as a
model of intellectu'i virtues insofar as lie can bring..1 freshness of persp6c-
tive and a steady seriousness to his materials in his-classrooms and
seminars. The enemy of this spirit is routine, and surrender to routine is a
natural response to fatigue and overload. When 'a teacher 's required to

"' offer four different courses simultaneously, in addiAioti, t counseling,
committee work, and perhaps some scholarly or scientific wad; of his
own, there is hale chance that lie can bring a fresh perspective to a subject
very °Pei,. The demands of the day require him to lean on old notes, on
summaries of what he knows rather than the demonstration of discovery. I
believe that very heavy teaching loads adversely affect the quality of
teaching. But that is extremely hard to demonstrate, especially if the
criterion of student performance is the acquisition of packets of
knoWledge rather Allan, for example, Ole capacity to make good and
independent judgments ab ut the quality of evidence, or the qualities of
people.

But compared with e considerable effort to study thy effectiveness of
different modes of ruction where the criterion is the acquisition of
knowledge or skills, v e have very little research on the effect of different
styles of teaching under varying conditions on the more subtle and elusive
qualities of mind that many would a, c are among the real aims of liberal
education. We are also. always taking easyto-measure pEoxies for these
more ditfiyult-to-study effects and the proxies may be poor indicatzr's 0C
what we are really concerned about. I do not think. that we need be
satisfied with speculative hunches and by potheses about these matters
The quality of teaching. and its effeyi) on the intellectual and moral
development of our students, is a proper and appropriate subject 1.'or

systematic study as well as for speculation and reflection.

On "Elitism"

I should perhaps at this point try to answer the charge of elitism even
before it is raised. It is. we know, a very grave charge in a populist and
egalgartarf time. The charge ordinarily is that the kind )f teaching and
learning I am speaking about are idealized. or at least so rare in practice
that they have little relevance to the mass education of eight million
college and university students in.pearly 3.000 inst;:utions of every size,
shape, and description. Moreover. the charge continues, a concern with
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these rare antindeetirarified. styles-of teaching and learning can only be
pursued at the expenskof the great mass of teachers and students who
have very different inttsts and worries. There are two ansvrvers to this
chate that I can imagin . One is embodied in the reply that Robert
Oppenheiiner made when .as ed in a public meeting what he thought about
the reforins then under way 4n science education in colleges and univer- '
sities across country. Was it his view, he was asked, that the training of,- \
the 10,000 or so physici majors A ound the country had been Improved by
these reforms? He paused for a mo ent and with a tiny smile replied, "I'm

, . terribly sorry, but 1 haven't really thought about that. You see, rni really,
interestednterested in about 10 of them:" That kind of bold and uncompro-

misi,pg elitism may, in fact, be appropriate if your chief concern is the
progress of a science. But we cannot be satisfied with the moral education
of a tiny elite, net because Oppenheimer's attitud*. 0,, unfashionable, as it .,

is, but rather because the moral capacities we are talking about *..ifluence
not the speed of scientific discovery but the quality of civilization, and we
need -those qualities as broadly dgtributed in our society as possijlle. -

Mass higher education, if we mean by that the .extension of access to
ever-larger proportions of the American population, should not be made
the grounds of an attack on educatioir"of the highest quality. What we

mean by "highest quality" may well be debated, and 1 .atainly do not
equate it with the education provided at the most prestigious or most
expensive colleges and universities. Nevertheless. Illelieve that the develop-
ment of the capacities to make moral judgments. Is a diaracteristic of
higher education as Ve would like it to be. There is no doubt that some of
the characteristics of mass highei.education. especially the impersonal
processing of large numbers of students through institutions where they
hare little close or sustained relation to any teacher. du not aid the growth
of their moral capacity. I believe that universal access to some form of
postsecondary cdo,cation is both inevitable and desirable, but that the
eduration of very large numbers need not he through nnpertonal batch-
processing techniques. Nor should we place our faith so heavily in
technological solutions to ini,,lectual and moral prublenis. For example,
the provision of higher education through remote computer insoles and
video tape television may have certain lunitationsif seen from the perspe4.-
tiv6 we have been sketching. In any evens, the charges of elitism are very
often mere abuse in the service of an anti intellectual leveling of mstitu-
iions, part of a powerful movement that 1 believe is the* enemy of the
broad and diverse system of higher education that exists in this country.
We should not be intimidated by it.
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{3n -the Moral influence of the:reacher'

I have suggested that a personal relationship between student and teacher

increases the likelihood that the teacher can' play a role in the moral
education of the student. And that surely accords with traditional wisdom,

with.tbe4indings of social science, and with our own experience By and

large, we are influenced, at least in our attitudes and values, more by
people whom we care about personally and with whom we have a

'.,
continuing personal relationship., But even heretwe must distinguish a

teacher in hiss role as model and in his role as "friend." Teachers may
have significant iiifluence on their students even when no very close
personal relationship is present. Such teachers, seeming to embody the

norms and values that they profess, bear witness in their own lives and
work to the possibility of a life directed to the pursuit of truth.

My impression, is that these exemplary models make their impact

, through certain unique qualities that they, possess. Larger than life, they

do nornierely teach, but expand our notions of the pbssibilities of human

life. There is The teacher who brings to his redding of literature a visible/Joy

in the illumination of a text, for whom the discovery of its meaning is

happening now, at this moment. in this classroom. There is the quite

different style of the teach& who publicly submits his own thought to the

most searching criticism, and MI6 shows us, through a scrupulodiatten-

tion to inconvenient facts, the difference between what is plausible and

what is probable. If the first teacher shows us the joys of teaming, the
. second shows us its pains and difficulties, and gives us in his work an

operational definition of intellectual integrity And there are other power-

ful styles of teaching. for example, the teak.her who embodies the' demands

and prescriptions of a,Ing,hly skilled'art or craft.
_What is common t o t ese teachers who have an impact on the moral life

of their students by serving as models of the intellectual virtues is that as

teachers they resist successfully the puweilui pulls of routine. Very much.

perhaps most, teaching at any level is a fanfy routine organization of

information and skills packagedotor delivery to students who do not yet

have them. Only N.casienall) (11) most of us "come alive" in the classroom

and present to our students not merely what on: disciplines purpott to

know but how they actually work, and demonstrate with what qualities of

spirit and feeling these hard -won insights and understandings have been

gained. But teachers who sole as powerlth models differ in m the rest of

*Throughout. (maw -hp'. mean, 111 her
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us in the consistency with which they exhibit ese qualities, the
consistency with which they are genuinely alive in he .-lassroom, actually
experiencing, as if for the first time, the joys of discovery or the rigors of
analysis. It is this extraordinary capacity tc. .esist emotional, intellectual,
and spiritual fatigue and the consequent result to routine exposition, that

"marks this kind of teacher. Because what ts- so impressive to those
fortunate enough to.study with these teachers is precisely this consistency
of live response to familiar material. It seems to demonstrate that then
teaching reflects not what they late paid to du but what they are, and in
that way, it expands our conception of the possibilities of human life. And
that Leto still Impress a generation that is not greatly impresseci,j3y what
men know or do. Students who discount all "mere" accomplishment -an
still be moved by qualities of being.

I have suggested that among the meehanisnis through which higher
education influences moral J elopment in students is first, what we
teach, second, the norms and procedures of scholarly and scientific
disciplines, and third, the influence of teachers as friends And models. But
each of these is subject to its own misuse, its own distortions and pathol-
ogies, wherety it serves not the development but the constriction dr
deformation of thamoral life. This is clear, for example. wner- 4`.' think of
ihe'teacher as friend or model

"Personalism" and "Charisma"

Personal ties between teachers and students at least make nitric ddficult
the application of what sociologists all "universalistic'. standards, the

inljudgment or performance f the!. than of person (Some may not think that
such a bad thing The co fitment of higher education to the mentocratic
principles of competitive excellence is under sharp attack right now.) But
this problem may take the form that David Riesman and his colleagues
have called "pe4onalism." T.. .s a pattern in winch teachers develop very
dote ties with a small group of students who share their slew. about the
world or a discipline (sometimes it is mach the sank. lung) i,:lule largely
ignoring the great majority of students who do not qualify as acolytes or
apprentice :,..e odiesers. In their study elcaletmc I slues and Mass Mir, a
tion(6). Riesman and his colleagues obierved the way in which a group of
social scientists in one institution created a tight in-group around such a

special view of the world and also developed strong personal ties with a
small group of students who, perhaps more royalist than the king (as is not

3 j
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uncommon for new converts). dime to regard the other faculty as -the

enemy camp.- This premature commitment to an orthodoxy, this kind of

intellectual closure, surely cannot have been to the benent,either of their

intellectual or moral development. In addition. the faculty members in this

group began to judge students not primarily on what they had leartie44

their subjects, but on whether they had acquired the appropriate view of

the world-whether, in short, they had been converted to the preferred

intellectual or social style. And they rewarded students who had and

punished those who had not. The dangers of teaching bccomm; tndoctri-

nation, and the substitution of new orthodoxies for old, is always present.

especially in relatively invertebrate disc,plines like the social sciences; the

'danger is greater when deep personal involvements increase the possibilities

for liese pnvate conversions. And yet, having noted the danger. it is still

true that personal ties, when not in the service of a doctrine, can be a

powerful force in the moral development ut students There is a fine line

between a student's fruitful commitment to a style ot work and,thought

and his conversion to a construmng orthodoxy' And 4.4. e need to find out

more about the difference,
Similarly. the powerful teacher who seises as a mode: for his students

can apion that power to become a guru, a spiritual trader who has

enormous attraction for the young hecatie he short-circuits the difficult

pursuit of truth by simply. having it all himseit Max Weber 13. p 149). in

the essay from which I have already quoted. spoke passionately of the

moral constraints on the teacher not to use his podium to preach a social

or political doctrine, not to assume. in Weber's terms, the mantle of a

leader of yoi.th, But he knew also how many German youth of his day (as

also some in America sodas 1 seek in college for some ultimate truth, some

transcendent phtlosogfry which will give me:1r g to life and the times ile

has these students say to their teachers "Yes. but we happen to come to

lectures in order to expeoeme something more than mere analyses and

statements of fact and to this he opposed his own stern and austere

conception of the teas-he. -s le "The error he replies "is that they seek in

the plotessor something 1.:: crew tr.m- what stands he tore them -rho, oast

a leader and not a teacher But we ate pla,ed upon the platform soles as

teachers and these ,ire two d,tfetent things as one an readdx see

I understand Wetser here mean r sit that the relation !ea,h,.r and

student cannot als.' he oi !here is nsoril de:c4,,pment but

rather that the rnor31 dCwi, pmer" ,err uifit r.,t, he ;he purpose of

our teaching but rather a bs pr s ;salt and how we

not German pi, e.t.s.rs 1'170 ; s. d m plat
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forms. The distance, social and emotional, between us and op; students is
infinitely narrower than it was for'Weber and-his-contemporaries. And
thit, I think, is all, for the good. We see some of the severe and long -

;delayed reactions to the conditions described by Weber in the current
turmoitand disarray of Gentian universities. And yet, the yearning for new
feligions,' both ,secular and sacred, with their promises of systems of
ultimate truth 16 a confusing world, cart still be seen in our classrooms.
The opportunities for evangelical missionary work are there, especially in
our ever more informal teaching arrangements,, our _perhaps overly
personalized styles, our relentless attitudes ;,4 friendliness and often
pseudo-intimacy. find those opportunities, tog, in the current attacks
on the _strifefules of thought and the norms of inquiry of the disciplines
the Ives. As we observe the fashionable persuit of educational innova-
tions almost for their own sakes, innovations that are frequently
accgpipanied by attacks on the ...narrow, ossified, specialized disciplines,"
we,nuglit reflect on the extent to which the disciplines, by providing us
with externat criteria and the machinery for forcing us to confront nega-

. tive evidence, serve the mural growth of students and teachers as much as
they .do the growth of knowledge. We all are, for the most part. extremely
indulgent to our on pieties. We need the help both of critical colleagues
who are competent in our fields and of impersonal rules , inquiry to
prevent us from acquiring followers rather than teaching students. What-
ever their shorir-omings, must discipline -based departments supply both.
some other ways of organizing instruction do not. That fact, and not
necessarily stubborness," may at least partly account for the
survival of the aadenuc department in the farfe of widespread criticism.

Conclusion: On Research and Policy

I said at the start that these observations were meant to suggest some
drrectrons iv; reward'. The design of such research should, of course, be
determined by the ;Mille td the problem and the resources available and
not by any alivd,,logir.al doctrines. But while my own bias is that of
someone who work:, chiefly through large-scale survey research, my guess
is that many of, the issues I have been discussing are not. in our present
state of knowledge. mast usefully 'ached through sample surveys. On the
other hand, the anthropological researd, tradition of direct observation
and qu.:Iiiative interviewing is nut rong in the community that does most
of the reward' on higher education. There ts, then, a gap between our
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research traditions and training, and the kinds of problems I have been
discussing. If we think those problems are important, we ought to try to
close the gap.

Second, the questions surrounding the moral education of students in
colleges and universities have clear implications for educational policies.
'Elsewhere I have distinguished between the public and the private lives of
higher education (9)the public life involving all the discussions and
decisions about financing, organization, administration, and governance of
institutions and systems; the private life of higher education comprising
what actually goes o& between and among students and teachers, the
actual processes of tehhing and learning. The moral development of stu-
dents, insofar as it occurs, lies at the heart of the private life of higher
education. But policies are made largely in the other sphere, and yet these
policies shape the conditions under which teaching and learning go on. We
need continually to remind ourselves and those who make these policies
that ultimately the ann of the public life of higher education should be the
health and vitality of its private life. When those who make pc:icy lose
sight of that connection, as they do, we must remind them of it, firmly
and often. Better yet, we ought to pursue research which enables us to
show them just what thz connections are between the public and the
.pfivate, between policy and learning. That may be the most important
contribution the research community can make to the world of higher
education which we both study and serve.
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. v

The American public has histducally been ambivalent about the lawyer
He has been shrltaneously folk hero and folk villain. Even loday against
the joint negative backdrops of Watergate and The Paper Chas', that same
ambivalence persists. I-recently counted mt a favorable than unfavorable

idepictons of lawyers in television dramas, and the near.caricature of Imy
professors in The Paper Chase hat cert-iuly 'not degreased or even
stabilized the flow of applicants to law school.

But the conceins and dissatisfactions v.,111 the. legal' profession that
inhere in my subject, moral development, ethics, and the professional
education of lawyers, have deep roots and recurring manifestation;. As I
shalt try io show. they are not Very far along the road to satisfaction.'

What is at issue is the set of relationships among the three variables set
forth in the title ornural develupnient, ethics, ant the professional educa-
ti.on of lawyers. flow are, lawyers formally haitied to exerciseprofessional
responsibility as practitioners? Is ttiere a baste ethic which underlies and
determines the behavior oilaWyers? How,,lues that ethic, if any, comport
with commonly accepted moral precepts?

And, to jump to iny.concjusion. The for,lial hauling of lawyers g not
conducive to establishing a c.ommon ethos. in major respects such common
ethos as dues exist is either inconsistent with conimonly ac.,:pted notions
of fairness and justice or :s agibiguous. Law students arrive at law school
with established notions of mor4litye the law school is a Kephart)",
InhospitSble place to inculcate ihoi4af standards, and the standards of the
legal profession are themselves ambiguous about essential concepts.
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o MoralDevelopment .

Let.me turn to the first of the three variables of my title. moral develop-
rtlent. Without attempting a sophisticated definition, 1 mean by words
like "moral" and "moral rievelopment" the set,of basic values such as
honesty, justice, fairness, and responsibility. What then is the relationship
between the moral development of the future lawyer the law student -at
the time he or the enters law school and the shapinglinstitutions, the
school, and the legal profession?

In most of the United States, one cannot become a lawyer without
having graduated from a law school approved by an official accrediting
agency. Since World Wir II, a bachelor's degree has become a condition
precedent for admission to most law schools. ,This requirement of a
bachelor's degree for adnus:ion to lah school has two highly significant
consequences on the receptyity and adaptability of the student body to
further moral development. For one, it assures that the law student is
about 22 years old when he or the enters law school and between 25 and
26 upon admission to the bar. At those ages, how susceptible moral
attitudes are to change without traumatic intervention-is highly
debatable.

The bachelor's degree requitement also assures that law students COW
from the sector of the population which gradtiates from college. Until the
last five years, the actual law school population in the United States has

.

consisted almost entirely of white males.
This profile of the law student population has undergone signifitarft

alteration during the past decade. The percentage of women has doublet!
and doubled again tin, the case of our otvn law schOol. from a .'airy
constant 5 percent to this year's 30 percent of the entering 15ss);

Deliberate efforts to enroll minority students principally black arid'
chicano have produced parallel increpies for these populations.,

This diversification of student populations may also have diversifie
moral attitudes of the students depending upon whether such attitude
correlated less with ethimity and hex than with socioeconOmk, status! fiat
class structure in the law school of today is probably not vc.7.y different
from what it has always been. So far as, peer impact on values is concerned,
the law student peer group dod not appeal to differ significantly froth
peer grown students belonged to befdre coming to law school.

What, then, of the professional education? To what extent can. the
educational institution affect its students in these matters? To what extent
does it?
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It is difficult to conceive of educational institutions that are structured
' more poorly to inculcate moral attitudes in their students than are

university law schools, the primary schools for lawyers. Consider these
aspects of legal education iii the United States:

"1=, The faculty-stddent ratio -a heritage of the development cX1sgal

education in the large lecture hall assures that the average class size is at
least 70.

2. Until the most recent decade, legal education was almost entirely
theoretical, analytical, or conceptual. There was little real-world expe-
rience and Fist slightly more simulation. The teaching methodology was
didactic with the Socratic method its !ugliest or lowest form, depending on
which variation on that Theme was played. To the extent that there was an.'
"affective" component, its pu.rposes and effect werC to increase intel-
lectual In; formance.

3: The orientation of most law faculty is that of skepticism, moreover,
liberal ideology and notions of academic restraint tend to preclude
deliberate efforts to affect the moral standards or values of the students.

4. The demands of universities for scholarly publiculuti sharply curtail
the involvement of the faculty in the practice of law. Further. although
-the divorcement university.law faculty from the practice is not quite
total and is probably less today than.a decade or two ago, in the main
those who become law professors are exceptionally able law students who
either decide that they di.) not want to practice law at all, or after several
years of practice, decide to leave to become law professors. in many
instances because they do not like what lawyers do.

t

Thus, although mu,- are intensely interested in the theory and workings
of the law. members of law faculties in the Unitdd States tend to have
little interest in the moral, ethical, or profesional problems of lawyers qua
lawyers. Courses in law school oh erofmiunal responsibility or ethics have
invariably been at the low end of the curriculum status scale Law school
research on tho problems of the legal profession has been scanty.

There are, however, signs of change m academe. although it is too soon
to assess their performance. The first is the advent of clinical legal educa-
tion in substantial measure within the past 10 years. so that law students
now have an opportunity to experience in a strudured.environment the
ways and woes of the lawyers. The second is the int.reased frequency with
which, young law faculty have become members of the bar of the states in
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which they teach (a,shift of professional pattern), making it possible for
, theritto handle legal mattersusually of the indigent or "public interest"

varietyin a professional way. Thus, there is a footing on which a small
bridge'tb the practicing profession might be built.

Butthe short of it is that, as a result of history, structure, student
characteristics, and faculty constituency, the university law school has
been an inhospitable place for the inculcation of moral attitudes or even
professional responiibility.

There is enough in the previous pl1ragraphs, I think, to suggest that the
university law school, the principal educational institution concerned with
the training of lawyers, has done and robably can do little in the way of
inculcaiittg moral values. Bit if the concept of morals is expanded so as
either to include what might more appropriately be called "professional
socialization," or is viewed as interaeting with standards of professional
responsibility, the question changes to. How can or does the educational
institution teach or inculcate these attributes of professionalism? .

Until the Civil War, legal education was dominated by the Apprenticeship
system, with academic legal training being both voluntliry and also playing
for the most part a supplementary role. Subsequently, academic legal
training provided an alternate route of admission to the bar, in a numbef
of states, a combination of both formal academia training and apprentice-.
ship was then required for admission.

Precepts of ethics and professional responsibility in addition to skills
training were learned in this period through exposure to the supervising
lawyer, the master of the nia-er-apprentice relationship. The embryonic
lawyer was socialized by observing and doing. Of course, this was an
atbmistic form of education Depending upon the individual lawyer who
served as master. But external conditions were conducive to the applica-

c, tion of common standards. There were relatively few lawyers, most had
the same kinds of practices su that professional problems were similar.
Ali -from pace setter to transgressor, were highly visible to the others.
Peer pressure could be exercised effectively.

This is not to say that the public was satisfied with tl.c standards or their
exercise. Three times. at least in our history during the colonization
periodlinmediately following the American Revolution. and during
Jacksonian populism there were concerted efforts to abolish the legal
profession. movements Vilna have their parallels in other nations. It is to
say. however, that the applenticeship system of the early period of the
development of the American legal profession performed the function if
inculcating professional standards.
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. But formal education ultimately supplanted the apprethiceship system,
today it has preempted the field. Indeed, few states require any appren-
ticeship at all before certification for the practiCe.

This demise of the formal apprenticeship system has riot, however,
eliminated it. Although more than half- the number of American lawyers"
still classify themselves as solo practitioners, by far the great majority of
law graduates, begin their careers as law' empkiyees of judges, lawyers,
corporations, gavernmental, institutions. In those positions they
presumably learn standards of professional responsibility. How well this is
done and what is learned, of course, depend upon the employer. Moreover,
the structure of today's bar is different from that of the earlier era.
Lawyers now tend to specialize so that professional problems are not
pervasively shared, in the metropolitan areas where the majority of lawyers
practice, peer controls have diminished because of lack of repetitive
contacts among lawyer§ and because of the low visibility of jpdividual
lawyers.

Thus, it is probable that socialization of the law student to the legal
profession takes place primarily through the apprenticeship system and
not under the aegis of the educational institution.

Notions of Professional Responsibility
O

Suppose, however. as is now being pressed upon American law schools by
the .Kincipal accrediting agency, the American Bar Association, law
schools seriously andertook to inculcate notions of professional responsi-
bility to their stAents to soualue them to that extent at least. ApIrt
from pedagogical and methodological problems. what would be the central

theme?
Let me-propose three dd1erent possible standards describing the relation-

ship of the lawyer's value structure to that of his client:

I. A lawyer should du every thing for his client that is lawful and that the
client would do for himself if he had the lawyer's skill:

2. A lawyer need mil )o for his client that which the lawyer thinks is
unfair, unconscionable or over-reaching, even if lawful.

3. A lawyer must not do for his client that which the lawyer thinks is
unfair, unconscionable or over-reaching. even if lawful.

It will be giving away no professional secrets to tell you that the first
standard of behavior is the one that is largely applied in a contested
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judicial matter; this I shall call the total client commitment model. The
second,standard of behavior is officially recognized as appropriate for
non-litigated matters; this I shall call the individual preference model. The

:third standard is no part of official doct .

.I should now like to discuss the im cations of these models with
reipectio,both-the actual behavior of lawy s and the educational system.

,emphasize that in discussing these odas of lawyer behavior, I
im,not.co4ring the totpiy of the rules of professional behavior or the
entire:reach of the codes. Many other aspects of the lawyer's professional
responsibility are treated in these rules and codes, some of which may also
present, problems of the type I am here discussing. Indeed, there are
established professional restraints even under the total client commitment
model:My focus, however, is on what 1 consider to be a primary problem
of professional behavior, and my remarks are limited to that problem.)

The first' model derives froth the adversary system that AngloAmerican
form of dispute .resolution in vhich an impartial tribunal presides over a
contest in which the parties have the assigned roles of representing their
own interests to the maximum. That system puts to the parties the
functions of issue def.nitiOn, of presenting evidence in their own behalf.,
and of challenging the evidence of the other party. There is no obligation

, to assist the other side, indeed, to ao so would be a violation of the total
clientcommitment model, the obligations of the professional representa-
tive, the lawyer. To the complaint that the professional obligation should
be more even-handed, the classic respbnse is that of Samuel Johnson, as
reported by Bdswell (2):

" Sir, a lawyer has no business with the justice or injustice of the cause
which he undertakes, unless his client asks his opinion, and then he is
bound to give It honestly_ The justice or injustice of the cause is to be
decided by the judge... A lawyer is to do for his client all that his
clierct might fairly do for himself, if he could. If, by a superiority of
attention, of knovvIedge, of skill, and a better method of communica-
tion, he has the advantage of his adversary, it is an advantage to which
he is entitled....

Baron Bramwell (3) has another classical statement:

A client is entitled to say to his counsel, "I want your advocacy. not
your judgment. I prefer that of the Courti"

The lawyer thus has no difficulty with the question "How can you
represent him when you know he's guilty?" For the law requires that the
issue be contested and that the lawyer represent his client's position as

t
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well as he,can, whatever he may believe or know about the client's guilt If
the murderer walks home free because of his lawyer's skill,sand not

because Le didn't de it, that is no more than the legal system demands

Thc_dilemnp of ends and means is as acute here as anywhere. The

thoughgni, lawyer must keep telling himself that although the result in a
... particular case may seom unfair or unjust,- and I by no means intend to

suggest that this is always a clear-cut determination in t4e long run the
system-works the best results,in the greatest number of cases. So stated,

however, it seems clear that there appears to be a basic clash of values

between the adversary system ethic and that of the ordinary person

oberving that process.
But the pioblem, even within the adversarysystem, is more complex To

=take an archtype, it,is received wisdom that in addition to his obligation to
represent the "guilty:* in the carrying out of that ob ga:ion the criminal

defense lawyer mtg.( employ every lawful techniq e. Thus, he Moss-

.
examines to impeach opposition witnesses he knowsaAe telling the
truth; he exploits evidence adduced by the other side which is in his
client's favor, even though he personally believes or knows the evidence to
be false or mistaken. That he may not suborn perjury. or deliberately

d "troy relevant evidclice is of course a Measure of restraint on his total

commitment to his client. But these other techniques surely seem out of

line with traditional notions of fair play,and just result. .

To the extent that Aniericandegal education has 6een 7-oncerned with

the ethic of the legal profession, the total client-commit ent role of the

lawyer in the adversary system has been its focus. a rot, which raises the

fbndamental clash of values to which I have previous referred And that
clash is dr-matically and sharply perceived by law st dents.

Once again, however. the problems do not stop here. It is necessary to

turn
e to those activities that take tip by far the bul of time of the lawyers

of the United States, the non-litigating activities-of tegotHing, counseling,

planning. What du the accepted standards say out these roles? flow

should the lawyer resi,-,nd when his client wishes tovk advantage of one

with whom he deals. advantage the lawyer believes t i be unfair in the
circumstances but which the law illov;s? Fur example. what is the lawyer's

responsibility when the client proposeS that he draft the terms of an

agreement the lawyer believes to be unfair to the other side, which may-

not be represented by a law) er at all? What abut the form lease for a
low-income apartnitni house. t'itafted by a lawyer. which cleverly nullifies

the tenant's rights' e. the lawyer who discovery. an escape hatch in,the

most recent anti-pollution legislation which will enable his client to avoid
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conforming and to continue polluting deipite his own views, on the
.undesirability of that outcome?.

Arl'have,aiready indicated, that part -f the American Bar Association'4:
Code _of-ProteSsional Responsibility which deals with this .problem (the
.previotis version scarcely dealt with it) is contained in the group

_,precepts known as Ethical- Considerations. And these precepts give the
laWYer the unequivocal instruction that his behavior is up to him. In the
words of the relevant sections (I):

.In the:final analysis, However, the lawyer should always remember
that the decision whether to forego ,legally available objectives or
methcids because of nonlegal factors is ultimately for the client and
nut for himself. In the event that the client in a nonadjudicatory
matter insists upon a course of cor.duo that is contrary to the judg-
ment and advice of the lawyer-but not prohibited by Disciplinary
Rules, the lawyer may withdraw from the employment.

In the exercise cf his professional judgment on those decisir's which
are for his determination in the handling of a legal matter, a lawyer
should always act in a manner consisten; with the best interests of his
client. However, when an action in the best interesiof his client seems
to him,to be unjust, he may ah his chcnt for permission to forego
Such action.

These precepts remit the decision on how to behave to the individual
lawyer. No general institutional rule is to be observed except that it is up
to the individual. This is die individual preference model. There is an
apparent out, however. The lawyer need nuts continue his, presentation. He
may withdraw. But this proviso assumes that the client is free to seek
another lawyer who exeretses.his individual preference) differently.

It is here that the other sanables in my subject moral development and
professional eduCation of lawyers rctutti fur consideration. What is
essentially at issue is how the lawyer's individual vaaue structure his'
morality should relate to his client's desires, assuming as always that the
desires are law NI. To recapitulate. The students arrive at law school with
fairly well established individual eudes. the faculty has the limitations I
have previously des..ribed. and there is no mandate from the profession to
which one can turn for help except. of course.. the mandate of individual
preference.

A Single Standard for Office and Courtroom*

It is in these circumstances that another haractenstic of the American
legal profession appears the lack of a formal separation between litigating

514 .`
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and nonlitigating lawyers here, like the division between barrister and

;solicitor in England, a pattern which appears in other countries as well In

those, environments, enforcement of different precepts of conduct is
presumably slnipler because different personnel perform different func-
,tiotisAut Irthts-country, the absence of the separation means that the,
American lawyer embodies in himself, at least as a theoretical matter, all

possible roles of the lawyer. Fpr him to apply differeift standards of
behavior -as he moves from one role to another would be difficult at best

But the second standard leaves the question of participation in unfair

transactions that are lawful and to his client's benefit to his own discre-

tion, One can surely anticipate that the lawyer will rely upon the accepted

standard of behavior that derives from the environment of the adversary

system and do for his client that which is lawful even though unfay or

unjust:
one senses-although there-m-little hard evidence that the actual

standard of representation does not differ between the courtroom and the

office, despite the fact that the articulated standards could be applied

differently.
What does all this imply tor the professional education of lawyers" For

the educational institution? a
One could communicate these ideJ, to the law student and urge either

the total chentcommitment model or the individual preference model as

the future lawyer's ethical standard. If the former, the moral value system

of the student becomes irrelevant In determining his behavior But there is

reason 'to predict than the model will go down hard when it is applied
outside the courtroom.For there seems to be something Aims when the

accepted standrd of behavior -the ethic of the profession is one of
lending professional assistant,: to over reaching conduct

The alternative the individual preference model presents the educa-
tional institution with two possibilities The first is to exptise in each

troubled situation the relevant moral values that obtain and the vartety.of
professional considerations that may also be rclesaint, calling upon the

student to make his choice ' behavior in a inor- sell perceiving way

Value ClattlIC3111111 may have place here But it is not very cleat how

pedagogically sound this would he It all answers to a problem arc
generally acceptable, how rinithansight an II. added to their solution tu.

this type of expostue"
The other possibility would he for the edusailorral institution atiiiiitzt

Lively to attempt to change the values or pfeleteilscs of tile students That

undertaking would not only require a radi..ags dittekiii approach to legal
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education from the current one, it also suggests that faculty should be
appointed not only because of then traditional ..umpetence., of scholarslup
and teachigg, but also because they possess the "tight- values to be
transmittal° their students. One wonders about the dimensions of the
struggles timongunversity boards of trustees. admuusttation, and faculty
weri.th33' ciiterion for appointment to be accepted.

A different approach would be foi the educational institutions through
persuasion to effect a sitarist .n the professional dim. to the third model
initially proposed. A lawyer must noeassist his cheat in anfart. uncon
scionable or overreaching conduct es-en though lawful This, of course.
raises the same pedagogical problems as the second one.

I suspect there is no significant consensus on these issues Perhaps ow
views' turn on the roles in which we see ourselves when v.., ..onsidet them,
Do we see ourselves as clients. as men and women without lawyers dealing
with others who are represented by lawyers. as lawyers themselves. or
perhaps as uninvolved critics of the social Anent'

Mush, but certainly not all. of the lustort. ano uurrent hostility toward
lawyers derives. I believe, from the ..lash of values between the basic
professional ethic as I have depicted it and ..ommon notions of moraht%
and fairness. Against the background the dilemmas I have suggested.
legal educitots have been reluctant to enter the arena Sly prediction is
that they will continue to be so
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,;LiUNNAR MYRDAL -
'AfortoteGlobus Distinguished Visiting Professor
of Social Sciences at The City College and
Visiting ProAssor at The Graduate School
of The City University of New York

As part of the program of this conference on moral development I have
been a.k!I to speak briefly on educational reform in underdeveloped
countries.

As morality and murals are commonly understood in individualistic
terms, titer relatiuti to education may not be readily seen. The actual
problems of education in underdeveloped countries are very grave. Their
cause is not primarily that education is not mere effective there in
fostering among the people moral attitudes in the ordinary.seose but that
education is grossly inadequate from the point of view of promoting
development. In many instances, education there is, in fact, miseducation,
and its impact is antidevelopmental.

The shortcomings in their educational systems are manifold, as I will
discuss later. A quip cause, besides poverty, is the self tiness of those in
the upper strata of the society who hold power in these countries and do
so rather independently of their constitutions. "hiey have not been
prepared to take the consequences of the goal of reaching grea.er equality.
which they commonly pronounce. Instead, they lia%,e been bent on
perpetuating those edhcational systems that preserve their traditic.nal
privileges.

If we are prepared to extend morality fro:n the private to the public
sphere, this behavivr of the upper classes can certainly be censured as
immoral. Economists and other social scientists have commonly tried to
shy away from such valultions and have been proud of :t, maintaining that
a value-free attitude testified to "professionalism." i am, in that sense, an
oldfashlorted political economist.
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I feel that I stand on firm logical ground since valuations are always with

us in all research, however purely factual we try to make it look. There

must be questions before answers can be given, there 'is no view except

from a viewpoint. In the questions raised and the viewpoint applied,

valuations are involved. A disinterested research there has never been and

can never be....
The classical and early neo-classical authors founded their thinking on

the utilitarian moral philosophy. which was, in turn: founded upon the
hedonistic associational psychology. Both are long since outmoded. I have

to make my value premises explicit and I have to give rational reasons why

I have chosen them.

II

But let me come to the facts. The colonial zra ended by leaving the masses

of people in the newly independent countries mostly untouched by any

formal education. There are exceptions,'one of which should be. of special

Interest to my-present audience. In its short time at a coloniaPpower in the

Philippines. the United States differed from tin English. the Dutch. and

the French in other parts of South Asia, in that they placed more emchasis

on education of the people. Except in the Philippines and in a few other

colonies, the main objective was to tram a small section of the population

to serve as clerks. minor officials of all sorts, and. in the British colonies.

even as higher administrative functionaries and to some extent as profes-

sionals. It is Important to state that this interest of the colonial powers was
thoroughly shared by the upper strata in the colonies who were eager to
avail themselves of the opportunities to profit by sermig their masters

These elite schools were regularly of a "literary or "academic" type
(what is,now called "general'") more so than their counterparts in the more

developed countries at that time. Little attention was given to science and

still less to techni.:al subjects Students commonly expected to he
"deskmen" who would nor soil their kinds. Importance was giv.en to

passing examinations and acquiring status, practipi training for life and

work was ignored.
Wherever there was much of a liberation movement, educational retorn

stood high on the agenda. And Awl indePendenw. demands were often

raised that the entire *stem of education should be "reek Whinnied But

this is ev,actly what did not happen. The explanation is. of course. that the
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coming of independence did not work great changes on the people or their
society.

The educational establishment is part of the layger institutional system
whiCh includes the social and economic strarifiation. the distribution of
property, and the power relations. It embodies strong vested interests of
administrators, teachers, students arid, above all, the familie,s in the
powerful upper strata who do not want to undermine their position, which
is bolstered by the inherited school system.

III

There has been, however, one reform idea continually expressed with
seemingly great determination. the extension of popular education and the
liquidation of illiteracy . This represents the main and almost the only
break with the elite ideology from the colonial era. Literacy is needed for
acquiring skill in all fields. Moreover, widespread literacy a prerequtsite
for any attempt to create an integrated nation wip wide participation of
the people.

The goal has been limited. however. to primary schools. Unfortunate.
this implies downgrading adult education. particularly literacy classes. But
such adult education is needed now to help reach universal literacy in the
shortest possible time. Fur another thing. adult education. with emphasis
on literacy. could help to make the school education of Children more
effective. All the information we have suggests that children living in an
illiterate surrounding can more easily lapse into illiteracy.

In some underdeveloped countries, efforts have been made to build up
adult education. But not much has come out of it. When a country "goes
Communist." however. a vigorous literacy campaign is usually waged to
make the whole people literate within a few years. There should be
nothing sinisterly communistic about this particular policy line.

Meanwhile. in many underdeveloped countries. unemployed high school
.and university graduates continue to crowd into the cities. h has proved
impossible to get them out in the villages and the urban slums to teach the
masses of people to read. write. and reckon. Many of the graduates are

,radical. but they apparently do not identify themselves with the huge
underclass.
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IV

So far, efforts have been directed toward enlarging, as rapidly as possible,
the number of children admitted to primary sc!ools This means that these
countries start out facing great difficulties. For one thing, children of
school age form a much larger percentage of he population than in our
countries. And there are at the start fewer school buildings, teachers,
textbooks., and whoever or whatever else is needed to run schools.

The' declared purpose has been to give priority to increasing elementary
schooling. What lias actually happened in most underdeveloped countries,
however, is that the number of students in secondary school has been
rising mi.ch faster and the number in postsecondary schooling has
Increased still more rapidly. This has happened in spite of the fact that
secondary uliouling seems to be three to five times more expensive than
prn»ary schooling. and schooling at the tertiary level five to seven times

more expenspy than at the secondary level. Oven more remarkable is the

fact that these tendencies seem rather more accentuated in the poorest
countries, which start out with many fewer children In primary schools

and vvhich should have the strongeNt reasons to follow out the program of

giving primary schooling the highest priority.
When this happens. it implies that the school system has been allowed R;

'let a swelling stream of pupils through the established channels without

interfering except by try mg to enlarge those channels where the pressure is

greatest. Those who can ertIvtively exert pressure are parents in the

middle and upper strata. Here we see again how the school system is
determined by the inee.iiitarian and social strat ficat ton and the"

unequal divribut ion of power. 4

V

should vvarn.that most ut the vtatistivs I. )11 Cdt1LatItIn in underdeveloped

countries exaggerate the avvomplishments of those countries and cannot

tie used with Joy cunt:dello: The figures for liter icy overestimate

the act 11 s cad ol.hieravy . particularly it we mean that, degiee of func-

ti n a literacy that enables a person to make auy use of it in lite and work

Likewise, the enrollment figures gic an inflated ,tvvount of school.
performance, it by that we mean the extent to %%Judi children actually

attend schools The bias works most strongly for prim.y schools and
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more strongly for girls than for boys. It is also most accentuated in the
poorest districts of the very poor countries.

In South Asia, a large number of children who have enrolled drop out or
do not attend school regularly. If they do not drop out, they often
become repeaters, which ig mostly a prelude to^dropping out. In very poor
countries such as India or Pakistan, usually fewer than half of those
children who originally were enrolled complete primary school. In South
Asia, this is called "wastage" and "stagnation."

Irregular attendance, repeating, and dropping out represent a huge waste
of resources. If the expenditure for primary schools were expressed in
terms of cost per child wCo successfully completes, primary school, it
would be much greater than is commonly accounted for. Unfortunately,
the cgst per pupil so calculated would be particularly high in poorer
countries and the rural districts. The wastage is greatest where it can least
6e afforded.

Far too little attention is still given to this preiolem. The legislation
dealing with compulsory education is seldom enforced. Particularly in the
poorer countries and the poorer districts a general lack of efficiency and
discipline permeates the whole school system.

In primary schools. the supply of adetitiate classrooms, textbooks,
writing paper, and other kinds of teaching aids is usually very inAtiequate,
though more so in the poorest countries and the poorest regions. There is
almost everyvVliere a lack of properly trained teachers. in must under-
deviloped Lountries, the situation in primary schools partmilarly in rural
districts and the city slums where the masses live is almost desperate.

In line with an evil tiadition from precolonial and colonial times. and
under the other-mentioned limiting conditions. teachinikbeconies
"bookish," evil though very few, hooks and little writing paper are
available.

VI

Teaching in the secondaiy schools is usually somewhat better. But the
attempts made in some. Lou-tunes to orient teaching to practical life. to
impart useful skills. and. in particular. to gi've thisre emphasis to vocational
and technical education haft had relatively little success.

The increase of vocational and 'technical schools li*usually been very
small, and almost nowhere has the cum slum of the general secondary
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schools. where tire larger part of the expansion has taken place. been
modernized in any appreciable manner. -

This would seen] astonishing as there has been agreement among political

leaders and experts for a long time that in this respect a radical change was
needed. One reason for this conservatism is the scarcity of persons who
can teach technical subjects. These people are also needed in government
and industry, where, for the most part, they can expect higher salaries and

'social status than in the schools. -Moreover, instruction m sciences and
other technical and vocational 'subjects requires often costly laboratories
and other technical aids.

But most important-is the heavy weight of tradition from colonial and
precolonial times. The dominating upper strata, who are "educated" as the
term is used in underdeveloped countries, and articulate, have a vested

interest in maintaining the cleft between.the educated and thb masses The
fact that amore practical vocational orientation in the secondary schools
would require participation in manual work, which 1116 despise. and that
it would presumably prepare studtents for jobs in which manual work is
part of the routine, has contributed to making such schools less popular

with the upper classes than the traditional general ones.
In higher education, as in other areas, the traditional ideas of what upper

class Ate education should be have intensified the difficulty of changing
from the old structure of colonial times to the new. Even more than at the
secondary, the schools at the tertiary toel should. of course, be job-
9riented and directed toward preparing students for particular professions
Nevertheless. they continue to produce ap oversupply of generalists
trained in the humanities, claw, social sciences. and a sort of "academic"
science, many oT whom come to swell the ranks of underquahfied admin '
istrators, clerks, and the educated unemployed. Meanwhile. professions
such as engineering, medicine, dentistry. pharmacology. and teaching,
Winch need more practitioners. are ignored. Agriculture, by far the most
important industry in most underdes eloped countries, is particularly

disfavored.

VII

The views I have expressed hoe are riot only my own but are shared by
competent observers. Particularly in India there has been much honest and
penetratrag discussron of the problems. though hole actum The e-scellent

=Report rrf the hihn-amort Connmvsron '(3) IS outspoken The educational
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System "is tending to widen the gulf between the classes and the masses."
Thetommission, concludes:

Indian' education needs a drastic reconstruction, almost a' revolu-
iion...,. This calls for a determined' and large-scale action. Tinkering
with :the; existing situation, and moving forward with faltering steps
anil.lacktif faith call make things worse than before.

.

The situation is even worse in Pakistan and.not much better in most of the
other countries in' South Asia. I refer to that huge regidn of under-
developed countries whose detelopment problems I have studied
intensively (see the last chapters in Asian Drama [1] and Chapter 6 in
Challenge of World. POverty (2)). A more cursory study of the literature
has confirmed tha impression that almost everywhere in the under-
developed world the situation is similar. Although there are important
'differences among individual countries, broadly the picture, is very much
the same..

In view of the very different historical backgrounds and the many other
conditioning factors in Latin America, in West Africa, and in North Africa,
the considerable similarities among these countries are surprising. The ope
underlying common trait is the political domination by a small upper and
middle clast. The independent Africancountries south of the Sahara are
still in a "becoming born" situation, but there ale more than exceptional
signs of the establishment of an elite class stru,..ture in many of these
countries too. .

Everywhere greater equality and raising the levels of living of the masses
are pronounced as goals and almost everywhere the actual trends have
been going towards greater inequality. The developtments in the educa-
tional field upon which I have focused in this paper fit into that still
broader framework. .

VIII

I will have to be brief in sketching the reforms needed. The g9al to make
literacy uni9ersal should biltaken seriously. Vigorous efforts should be
made in adult education. These efforts should be closely relaled to and,
indeed be an extension of the activity of the schools. The universities
should be engaged in this activity, which should also bring both professors
and students nearer the people mid. their problertis.

A main emphasis Should ,be placed on elementary education, and more
resources should be devoted to education at this stage. The main emphasis

b
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should be given to raising the qualitative standards of the primary schools.
Intensive efforts should be made to derease the tremendous wastage of
dropouts and repeaters.

A crucial task is to increase the number and qualifications of trained
teachers. The schools for this"training should, he the "power plants" that
generate moral and intellectual energy among th,tudents to prepare the
people for deVelopment. .

Most underdeveloped countries should try to halt, or at least slow, the
rapidly increasing enrollment in secondary and tertiary schools by raising
the admission requiremints. When I visited India in the spring of 1973, I
shuddered when I read in'the newspapers that there wouldbe one million
more college graduates produced before the end of the decade.

There is no reason why technical, vocational, and professional training
should not be increased substantially within the present (or even some-
what smaller) secondary and tertiary education systems, providing more
and better graduates for teaching, farming, medical and paramedical work
and all the other skills for which trained young people are so urgently
needed.

IX

Many other reforms besides educational ones are needed in under-

develope,d countries to spur development by deueasing inequality and at
the same time increasing prodtuAtvity . Land teform has almost everywhere
been put on the agenda but usually been made a sham..Thoy need to
overcome the "soft state," Improve their legislation and particularly their
administration, and stamp out corruption, which now almost everywhere
seems to be increasing. There is great need for spreading birth control,
but a campaign fur that purpose will not be effective unless through other
reforms the masses are made to feel that they are living in a dynamic -

society offering them Inure opportunities to raise their levels of living. All

these reforms must be fought for, planned. and acted _tiponbrire7e
countries themselves. There is not much we can do,yoirrilie outside about
reforms relating to the social stratification and the power structure. In the
education field, expert advia from foreigners cannot be of great impor-
tance, for the main problem does not concern pedagogics. And even their
pedagogical problems are essentially different from oto.

We can, of course, aid these countries by placing at their disposal freeor
charge or at comessional priLes all sorts of equipment, by giving aid to the
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setting up of odem and effectiie teachers' training colleges, and even by
=helping :the nilse, teachers' salaries, which are now often scandalously
low. But ostly the reforms have to be radical changes in entire school
systems7which can only be engineered frOm within.
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issues in the Measurement of
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In flat_ Apo. logy. 'Socrates says to Calks. "If your two sons were only
colts or rocks we could have hired a trainer for them to make them
beautiful and good, and all that they should be, and our trainer would
have been, I take it, a horieman or a farmer. But now that they are human
beings, have you any trainer in your mend for them? is there any one who
understands whaVa man and a cijizen Ought to be?"

The Problems of virtue and of moral development are ancient ones.
Socrates ;was a basher the modes Professin Trow described, being as
much a todel a4 Pedagogue. To be tare, he -disregardectithe dress code of
Athena and was notably untidy. No should the outcome of lus trial be,
forgottert, for he was executed for teaching false gods and cc,Irupting the
youth.

Dewei and Tufts (2) in then text on Ethics maintained that the Wind
education of Plato and Aristotle was furthEid nut only by the teachings
of Socrates but also by his execution.. Once the city fathErs had. decreed
the execution of their beloved te.a.her Plato and Aristotle could never
again wept - authority .withtut qUesiiort. And time you question
authority, you con never again accept the answer that authority must be
obeyed just because it is authority. Among the ancient Jews 159. as.
Dewey and" Tufti noted,, the rulers who insisted most strongly on obedi-
ence to authority and on pious adherence to the letter 01 the law were
thetpselves corrupt and enriched thediselqa at the expense :hc. people
Nothing undermiries authority so much as Its on °corruption. vet.;
and selfthterest.

Mr. 1('-ristot and I agree that the model one holds of mural development
is conse4uential for attempts to uirldence a reed lot all social applications.

Vitra/Won of iftn ckly Ua% made t possible by itcso3tat ocoust Award
it5-41114)0657 Anii by Itricat..b Cram NO05115. bith Woo the N oun.11 Inuouic
of Menial !loath. publk Health Unto*
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tmaddition, 1, shall try to show that the model is moat for research and

measurement. The model Mr, htistol and Professor Schwartz adhere to is

diametrically opposite to the one !shall defend. Moral development is nor
a purpose but, a by-product of teaching. on this I agree with Professo'
Trow. The qUestion was raised this morning whether persons with rill
ferent moral alms can stare a common education, I believe not only that
they can.-but that moral conflict itself ..an be educatit!Mal. It Is not the

answers but the questions asted that both show and stunubte moral
development. I shall return to that point.

Models of Moral DevelotIrritot

How one measures moral, development depends on the model of moral
development one adopts, fSome sews ago. the Buret type a fury tests. in

the glow of their early sur.ess. provided a model That want moral
growth was measured as proportionate, aslitesemerit of an a tilt norm or

norms speedied in advance by the test ohstructos It oral evelopment
follows the same model 1,',s development. the same Achomettic
methods are applicable. There ate,. ltowelica, two other model the profile
model and the stagesequqme model. I wish mint) to prat o 'pine of the

psychometric problems 4m.ountered to relation to, the' m ge sequence

conception of moral development
There is a disonction`sorrietimes made in law between its that are

matron per se and those that am ntatunt prharsittm, the tors cr indicating

moral 'turpitude. the lattei wrong only bsi.'noe there Itappere,'Io be 313w

against them in the ivntrounits Murder and rape are of the former
category. draft card burning and traifl +inflations snlhc lath, Although

they do nut make suds fate legal disirostions.i.trildren also hile.iheit uwr

estimation of the gravity of vatious offenses. Iklpurg each olles on earn

matrons. which adults ;cheating," does not seem to them to be a
serious offense. as Puget and others hale shown For iticin no: per

se but only herause adult say so ltartshome and (4), of doing ottc of

the earliest studies fit mond drfcloptifent. did not take settoui4 the khild s

own moral Wnstbilttits aint cot:fen:wick! km 01 Icts$o like 114iiing To ihi;

Clay, many expeturrent4 it mitts I% «name t /74, tit Se! vri withh

offenses urinal and frii.ipisequentral 'oath no moral sonte:rn"wtubontr,

Such as choosing si smaller and ititnictlfate r,sthct than a .0),4C: ani delayed

reward or fookrii ar a to,. th. elfpentnentet told them .. to look if

There are, of %nurse. eihrkat .%)c..rioris to potting .1tildtcli in satu3tions



whe: re are tempted to oamnui SCLIOuS offenses. bu3 psi-chologists
-could ft -feast be sensittie to the triviality of the ttaltifigilOP3 fwm which

infer moral development.
Thei*geilin revalutititt irrs hoes pluCound, thougl 41 ts"not annets:illy

_44*-41tWiltifte-ate At kpt two tvoys that met has miltienced measure
ment or 4,nral-decylnprgent: throughThe thethods by which he studied
-moical-MgintrttAltdoiluough his concept of stages. Pug:et (l I ).teersed the
appOthlo mural deirlopmeni of Ibitshorne and May He deliberately

,,ppicktil a:ids piradlgiTUUC 1004, the game of rambles. whet.: there was no
OdUlttessie to in because no One over the as of 2 or so paid any
ittentIon to tt. Thus: he wits enabled to study the !unary' of she

mad s monthly" without woramtnairon by bits and Faeces of adult
Inipcised' niles. In relatibn' to tntellmtuat 4Nelopment. mote than fr!

'relation to moral development. Ka get tritiodu.ed the idea of stavb.
ha is th own st ruauie and equilibrium. Nu sicig.le .1..140 ol utterana but
tl* mixture of the child% whok ihougit ti the due to his stage.
Kiabeig's (f) work on muc4l deltic:R.:nen* denims from the l'iiMun
revolution, and I will mum to discuss its psy choma nc, problems. .

Atfogatis (5) wink represents a thqd Inodel .f "moral developrnent.
alletnattre to the pradiptp Bine' t id the stage'
sequence paradigoi of Noilibets. IltiprnY model , :1: on
toradign. For Hogan these ale rise indekndent eiemes.....oGirO)uting to
mail nututsty, moral lossomokdFt 3..c ial/ranon. ern pithy . ItknOttly 411d

a uique fifth dstnennon, vim.% ost wontooenot ovAsa eth:-.Avf nrspopu
bdtty.. There ase +two itaers in the nut orateLn ot some of. dime dune%)
stuns. bin the) tA.4.4 I in ski rued .ides floei..1CA model a an abolition of
the ongrial lzbillty los ps crnssiel to Got dirnepowrso..ss,d he ult..' ablty typc.

ottcn 't In obtevAlIc format, 1. enta34,,,c lash fisithrnen
rota. %tots, tvp;ollo lie cithei .aunts the numbes .E .items ant-Wried
"ccititell} Alit o!! she auns t .snsc osf INotabl

, s A Confusion of kiedevit

Traddsontal psyctirrietih.s. 0,,,ked v.. I lkiz sod ohscorentni !ego.,
can be adapted in ttOs Itt4,21 doclospascntist sine adhered to an ability
t)pe..nuldel. If. home:ens.. one a..cpta ihcPuettan seoviutinsa, then a

adapted moitoantisis..1 oo stippled thetad what t. laot aomnable
often ott-uts ars ans.vriudesed .yonfoss.oun t I swirls 4 ev.ancite as taking

each siaX in a sociutnoie %WCS and iocatinst a_o 4 ritttlf tthat Lt.
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ability pa) rattabk. to be =award by an Othty type test' That Ind ot
contuson can be (oad m the %JAI. a Kohlberg, of Pea and itivtghtats.t

(10),,and the CAIN.= gaoap of %hth Most lade WStf,rtf is one .it the
bestknown members- Both 13t at and It.metunt and :beealtro%u gtNr,
hitectermd septum tests for die atNtral stages, as IC ttre.stam NoeMiltki.

ss a land of stage profile.. blasv the rinfile iS74 pckwhie. rixxiel, it is

essentially llogan's model. But the stage segoeft.:e A the rail:yr,
essentfilly Incompatible as tirades for measutement

.
. .

No tertt dopes that'ecay person, behaysvi ,an by et,-..te4 ...,etishit

. much tiatubaity. The ta4 a fire_nwernent IA to,t.cduor the 4.t..i.itc.4 to a
p3ttelet There ate Mu streps. tint, tnnstatIng: the .<ualttatv ItIali-Stula
MO Citt.nttrAtve Ontir and. tCsi114. rethumg 434 %Qrt.1!,,obstriztwitt. to

one 14.-o re 4.1t a pail Jet of ..t.tte.' In that Flotebs,nne rtr,tie -2..e-gu4eti tn" .

saline tumid 1,4how thittlS .4.1t. ..,111-1: 11$3.1,1: id tlieth4)-pt:40 plytit
Phootypte betratoral dorriaty n umuruLLIIIi 0,1,tn geno4p.i.... AvIztkritftt ..

to a loge Clip Vb.irrevi and Kohlteig app...ts le thoo. In Opt! et StaFi.
3aZiaplineni.blifikci. MI IisYO. wril ate not 4.0 wa +W. KutICt

in Kota-Nes it,t)til., t:`11 eteint'n, ii a stihiift -s tiopre.,,c cs tit4,4 Is bent,/

some slap_ Mal et en t 1r mons tit tits %Alt auTetoin.41',k iTzu this demtni%

dIfTCP111Y3 no.. the numbrt ut tit-molt) it --,14.. matze r'N t tut ,41-4.c .

oar* MIMI, (ye itut Ititicrt. idthrit co:4'4A tf" 4eC 'Ci,piltrttvitaIN .

'bet:rodent . The 14tbrr,t's ts-AN:.1 .V.,, .n de1n?' fss-,14mJe44 the AIL."' iteie ,

la as ION et piv.ivrtreicss adict'l.s ty,,11.;:cs-l.a.tr,.tatc Jit,i 4 4.1,410.-IsttionT

ShaiiSh to the 1.1n). KY 1110 fil, tttA Rsk1k1 t4 s Rtt.( of mpci KAUIcsig

settirttntrt !fro% the ar,:fihuttun I, 1 0 tr: P(t ii s\ ,t ,I weir 4 rt,;,1,c korriv;
10141 estft Frawni.; ft-7,-.sijon 1, ,!., ,f..i tie 1:lics 111( he,iorp.0 0 7. ,
sio #1110.iti Al ;:asfi .14es- nl- , s.e 4 ,,Jj{ o} t ;.-ji.t, ,If arli.p. -lredeTttSi,,V P

$,0 ..rt I kW Ni: ,nit, -it/ c. tr.; ):307 09 6...i 04; hr fti, , 1 ' II r il 1.4.4( bit

44,17V foifts ,1 (,..041ron, ,,,111;,:c% tipt 1' 4,7, INC. itlittli 61, liti,Vjillilt, .14.

OinklAPICa j.kft 4 Mr IV; .4 ,IX lei rtriarniri ) a ,ili,V,Wil .'t m,,Ici*

It we 4.-tht,:. ,.. ;re 0 riv r.,14(`I 1,,t IT0'..). -1,1)ri,p-VICITif Z. I Ot, 0:1/4
ho,tio,,ctil 3.1.1J A 0.,_ , 0.. ..,. il-,,, . !,, t--' Si; >4.01herc..+1)* ,j'itAili0 1'574 I.

rgri, 4 ip it ih qm,...Ar,t.t.: ,t,,116 te.;,,,t. It it..tt .0 t.,--hj,.).4 We nr...4

Ng 147,4semcr ,, fti.--,e; fit,:: wit,: ,:./Iff.....,`1,1;!, p.- ,it,i, f i:._,,, 11,,,,,,,k (4i

Po'fikd 04; 047'4" ,, ;01% ''' t'-'1.`+',14 l'`P1:4,1, %:.1.74.4is .vit -IJIIICON

,1t.st,t0tir#114 ,.- ! rct , r 0.,4-. ' r.E 4 q1.14f)';') %.-T.:1.siti p!Ile,017).

bettlykot , /1.Jfc 141%,,.0 , , ',W.. .. % 4 V .III,Pit, t, N. .1..., : .rh 4.

ttil)tu-4.444t:e+ 47...n. =,,,s tar 01,. hAjok p...1 ,-, pi....; r.1,,,,,, ,Sh.,..., <. f,,,,,ixr,.

utterer inliw4-. ,), P.., ,I I.. : . .1-1.-, ,:c.,Nit,i,% 0..,1( ;t ivin

mnits",,ts c,,,,../. .0. f.,: , :.. t .... t'. ,)i. ,,., 4 ,:-+1,-.1'07,1 _1!,,ii.:. -,,, :ir.l..
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different propensities, as Mischel (9) often reminds us. The patent
divetsity of conduct toes not establish or disestablish any conceptual
model. The question of what serves as evidence for or against a model is
,complex; I doubt that there is or can be definitive evidence and I do not
rule. out the psychologist's temperament as a factor in making a choice
between the ability model, the factorial model, and the stage-sequence
model.

The StageSequence Model

Let me elaborate for moment on the stage-sequence model of child
development, then tell you some of the ways those who accept. it differ
among themselves. According to this model, the child's thought has a
structure (or some structures). The structure his thought already has acts
as a templace for current perceptions and thoughts. It constitutes his
frame of reference. There is an inner lop, to mental structure, that iwhat
constitutes. it as a structure, gives it coherence, unity, and stability.
Changes-that is. development of mental structures are, as a consequence:-
slow, the changes also have a pattern, an inner logic, or structure. They
differ from learrirag certain set patterns of response at ilia; they tend to be
irresersible. Along with the stability. there .is also an internal dynamic;

healthy children reach ir.,r to new things. pace themIves with
problems a little difficult for their current capacities. Children follow a
more or less uniform pattern in their acquisition of concepts like those
referring to dreams or to the conserution of vcilame. Those patterns are
the result of the inner high of development. not of Js and punish
merits. With an appropriate schedule of reinforcement you can teach a
child to giv% the "right" gnawer to a question on dreams or on conserva
turn of volume before he has acquired the corresponding menial structure.
For that reason. Piaget chose to study Just those topics that children had
nut likely been coached (in by adults. Moreoser. his interview method is
designed to guard against children accepting suggestions or spinning
fantasies and to probe the inner NittidSIC of the child's thought. Whether
Piaget and his coworkers are successful is not the porn! re. Thai is their
aim and then conception. Specific. rigidly defined behaviors are not taken
as reliable indicators of the structure of thought, that can only be infer '
from the whole pattern.

Piaget had only one emended Imo into the held of moral development,
recorded in his 1932 huok The Moral Judgmet r of ahr Chtld. That essay,
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though flawed by Praget's\vn prejudices and some too hasty conclusion
has enormously influenced a whole contemporary Sdit)t)I. a St.11001 that
call developinental characierology. The central theme comes from allot*
great theorist, Harry Stack Sullivan. Major character types are both a duet
dimension of individual differences and the enduring trace of a develop-
mental seqtlence. in Sullivan's words. "Everyone is much more simply
human than otherwise, and... anomalous interpersonal situations. Insofar
as they do not arise from difterences in language or custom. are a function
of differences in the relative maturity of the persons concerned'. ( !Y.). The

major points in that deceptively simple sentence are as follows Sullivan
believed that the most important aspects cf human personality and hence
of psychology and psychiatry bare those that refer to inierp6rsonal "rela-
tions. Second. he believed that there is just. one pattern for normal
development of the major aspects of the capacity for interpersonal tela-
(ions with a fairly limited number of normal and abnormal variants on it.
Third. despite the fact that 'the major outlines of personality develop
according to a single sequence. there are wide individual differences. they
are accounted for by the stage in the sequence one has reached at a given
age. Fourth. most difficulties between people are a 'unction of those
differences in stage.

The idea of stage. which is vague and Intuitive in must .writers, is
developed by Plaget and infielder in their work on ...ogni!i%r development
as having tire following diaracteristics rust. ;here c. an invariable
sequence. no stage can be skipped. Second. each stage builds on. Incur
porates, and transmutes the previous stage and prepares for the nest stage..
Third. there is an inner logic and equilibrium, as we have lust discusscd

Curiously. Piagei did not believe that there are real stages in moral
t development, but in any ...Ise. that field was never Inc /mu., Kohlberg.

using element# ot Praget's methods and reasoning: ba, derived his stages as
much trout the social psychologist Illian McDougall as anyone Roughly -
the stages can he divided into preconsentiorial, conventionahoinformist,
and posteonventional

Among those who have evolved dev ekipment characterolugies, dii
ferent names have been give9 to the dnuension to accord with what wi,
sec- 4, the central conceptual to. u, For Kohlberg. for Peck and
Havighurst. and .olierv. the central toctis 1.111101.11 iloclopment I of vonte

other theorists tlic central locus is grow th in capautv lifr interpersonal
relations For some others. the cep ral plie!..inictiort is increased capacity
for inner Itie.skind of mterthilinik)ti or in %Iturav s !eon, growth tit
immeeption 1 et ca h theorist ac he des I ibe, the various stages
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encroaches on the domain of the others. One cannot fully describe the
character types with respe,t to mural development without desimbing also
,their, interpersonal development and their inner life. One cannot fully
describe interpersonal development without saying something about mural
tvelopment and capacity for inner life, and so on. Although each author
has his own small details that are different from those of other authors,
these sequences are too much alike to be independent facets of growth.
The proliferation of developmental sequences with different names and
different specifics vet covering the same areas of life is confusing to those
imerested in following the latest research in th, field. Left to their natural
dispositions, most of the authors would gather sympathetic cohorts.
around them and develop their own theory, methods. and body of data in
isolation.

Kohlberg, Marguerite Warren. and I have sought to build some bridges.
Kohlberg's formula is that cognitive development is a necessary but not
sufficient condition fur the corresponding stage of eg`O development,
which, in turn, is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the co,*
sponding stage of moral development. My fo.rn,ala is that While a cerNt
minimum intelleLtual development is necessary fur the wil,sponding stage
of ego development, that is hardly ever the limiting factor. Mural develop-
ment, interpersonal development. development self-coneept and inner
life proceed tugetner as a 5114,1e, inte-Fated structure. The apparent dif-
ferences obtained by different investigators are 'lie result of technical
differences in their methods. intrinsi, difil.ulties in measuring develop-
mental variables. some errors such as confusion of, or inappropriate,
models, and the ineluctable. ineradiable variety of human ways, that most
vexing and most lovable charaLteristiv, of the human species. The key to
the differen,es is that between an enduring disposition and a particular
response specified in advance there IS almost never a high v.orrelation,
almost always a very low one. That is why psychologists like Mischel can
maintain that there are virtually no enduring dispositions. contrary to
what we all base our lives on. I believe that in measuring ego development.
I am measuring moral develjipment. SinLe in any LJSC, the formal aspects
of the measurement 'issues are the same. I shall proLeod on that basis.

Measuring Ego Development

In measuring abilities and ability -type variables. the bash. operation is
usually Lountmg that :s. ,ounting the number of right answers or the
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number of occurrences of favorable responses. By contrast. in measuring

the development of a sequence of structures. the basic operation is

matchingmatching a particular response to a sequence of qualitative
descriptions of those stage structures and their manifestations_ That is the

technique of the published scoring manual for measuring ego development

from sentence completions (8) and for Kohlberg's unpublished sewing
manual for measuring moral developnient, v.eli as for some other similar
scaring manuals, mostly unpublished. There is a major difference between
the way our scoring manual was evolveLk_and that by-which Kohlberg's was

worked out. Kohlberg believes that he can plumb the depths of each stage
structure. Therefore, the lop. of those structures enables him to classify

each response in the,proper stage. I believe, on the *Alter hand. that ,that
kind of reasoning. though neces4ary for beginning to con! true' a scoring
manual, is also fallible. Therefore, we rely heavily on data :o extendand
improve our scoring manual. The cenjral operation of our manual con-
structionns the method of internal consistency. If the whole test protocol

of a person is given a certain rating, we seek to bring as many as possible of

his item ratings into line with that total protocol rating- The operation

must take place for hundreds of cases simultaneously. and. of course. it
provides information only for responses that occur in the same or similar

form on a number of protocols The specifics of the meliu have been

published elsewhere (7 j.
Three rules have governed our manual construct ion pole.. t Rate every

response. Justify every souring decision both theoretiLally anti empirically

And write everything down. Nom of these tides din be adhered !o
completely or easily . but as aims they hay.:. been immensely important and

the source of the fruitfulness ut our enterprise. Let me give %on a glimpse

of how they work. which will also provide a Omits.. of sonic of the
technical aspects of measurement and research In Oils field

To our astonishment. an early study sl .need that our rasters did not agree

on how many subjects had simply omitted a response. to some gems that

is. failed to complete certain syndic.: stems. 1-or example. some subjects

reply with a (rest' in mark. um part ul i sentence. or pedlar, a couple ot
words: some raters call that alit omission. some all it re,ponse that

taught us that we needed to codity caretully and to write down how such

cases should be treated in order that racers treat (lido uniformly Also, we

had to have a kind of wastebasket rating to ,,over omissions and unratable

answers. Many kinds of answers that we at lust thought unratable.m

that gave m !ntormation about ego level. we have learned are about as

good as. those we were sure wersould read Thai is something we would
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never have learned if we had not been forced to rate otryiliing rather than
declaring some responses unratable. For example, some authors consider
cliches unratable, but we find them reliable indicators of conformist and
sometimes,of preconformist levels, depending.on the content of the cliche.
Some fragmentary and illogical responses are characteristic for low ego
olevelsb, Other responses, that do not form complete sentences but that-
convey clearly a feelingiligilie and part of an idea appropriate to a high

level are so rated, disregarding the grammatical incompleteness,
Theide to write everything down may seem simpleminded and trivial,

but I Eredit it for most of what we have achieved. We have gone so far at
times.as to forbid talking shop to new assistants in order to test whether'
our written program of self-instruction will result in raters able to make

accurate and reliable ratings. Our experimental results were spectacularly
favorable, though the raters involved may have been especially gifted
persons. By objective measures, the best rater was a college sophomore
who had taken no courses in psychology. By publishing a wriiten program
of self-Instruction, we have made our training technique explicit and avail-
able to the professional public. Thus, we,have avoided the difficulties of
the lengthy personal apprenticeship necessary, to learn to score projective
tests such as Kohlberg'sllest of moral judgment or Rorschach's test. A
frequent and worse outcome is loss of a scoring technique, as has occurred
when groups such as the 'Adorn°, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, and
Sanford (I) group dispersed without having made fully explicit some
rating techniques they had worked out together with their staff.

Some of the reasons why writing everything down is a good idea are as
follows. First, different people niay have different ideas in mind during a
conversation about a storing rule and simply talk past each other.without
realizing it, believing they have readied agreenu, t when:in fact, they have
misunderstood each other Se,ond, in order to write down an instruction.
you have to be clear in your ow n mind abourwhat you are saying. Third,
the rater who has written instructions has something to go back to in case
he gets mixed up or meets new and difficult cases. Fourth. when making a
final written report of .1 project, the written record is invaluable. In fact.
we try to adhere to The rule to put every thing in wrttinir even instructions
to typists on typing manusLripts and instructions fur research tasks such as
constructing rosters of data or assigning code numbers.

One of the rating problems that we struggled with for years is instruc-
tivethat is. the question'of wIrat, to do when a person piss two answers
to a given sentence stem. eadi of which can be rated separately. Our first
rule was that two answers at the conformist level (foi example) are still a
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Anformist answer, but we became aware of more and more complex
exceptions. We always believed we understikoif each other on what rule to
follow, but attempts to put those rules rrito writing proved disastrously
unintelligible for years. Without going into. all the details of how every
possible contingerIcy is handled, let me give you a single example. The
sentence stem is "My conscience bothers me if... To orient you, at the
preconformist levels, a person might respond. "I steal." A typical response
at' the early conformist level is "I lie." Among late conformists. the typical
response is "I hurt someone's feelings." To say "I hurt someone nuen-
tionally" is. however. a postconformist response. A response that seems to
be diametrically opposite. "I offend someone unintentionally ," is, in fact.
given the same rating and for the Salle reason it expiesses the relation of
intention to the judgment of the conscience. Now consider the response "I
willfully or unwillfully hurt anyone." That rv.porise is given alugher post-
conformist rating than either of its components that is, sting I hurl
someone willfully (on purpose) or I hurt someone onwillfully (uninten-

'tionally). Logically, the combined response "willfully or unwillfully"
might be i!onst ued as taking us back to the late conformist response "I
hurt someone's -eelings': since doing it willfully ur unwillfully exhausts the
alternativq. However, a different conceptual structure is implied. The
conformist that' worry about hurting someone's feelings, but not simul-
taneously consider his own intention. What the Lominned respume seems
to imply is that while it is reasonable to take intention into ,iccount in
judging the gravity of an offense. the respondent's own consLieniegave
her no respite. Good intentions are an excuse. she recognizes. but they do
not allay her own guilt feelings. Thus, this response illustrate a rule we
have found to hold generally Where a compound response made up of
two responses separately scored at .1 given loci generates J new idea at J
higher Level of Lori. eptual comple.sity. , 44e rite the ;:ompoillid response J
step higher than its c, nstituent elements There is J gi eat deal of evidence
in our data for the validity of that rule

My final point. and it brings us bads to (Uri sinning point id theories and
models 01 character Jest:lumen!. IN that this 'striding mg:gest% uric Iheutet-'
ICJ! conclusion relating to The pr*,cess or development. Diametrically
opposite ideas are consonant with .1 given. ego I v%itis. some persons
may go back and forth between them. They may ask Which is v:orse.
hurting someone iritcritruriJily Does n matte'. if the
hurt is the same"' Isnt someone who hurts other 1)_t fpleeiiintentionally
often just as inconsiderate of them .is those who hint on put pusc And so
on. Such Juxtapositions may be one means by %%Inch deeper moral insights A

no
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ar venerated. hat conclusion is consistot with some of Piaget's finding
on the growth of the concept of conservation. Give a child two equal balls
of plasticene, then'roll one out long and thin and ask which is larger. The
small child may indicate one "because it is longer" or the Ater "because it
is fatter." When he is able to keep the two dimensions in mind simul-
Uneously (longer and thinner is equivalent to shorter and fatter),-he is
developing*, conservation. Our results suggest that a similar process, simul-
taneously holding in mind opposite ideas or opposing solutions to a
problem, may be one way, of achieving moral or ego growth. Thus,
measurement serves not simply as a technique but as a means to advance
theory.

That brings us back also to the question of practical applications to
.problems of education. I stated at the beginning that a clash of moral
opinions is compatible with sharing a common education. More than that, it
may be helpful to moral education, indeed, it may be the very essence of it.
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The Role. of the School in

WILSON MLA
Superintendent of Public Instruction

, State of California

Any discussion of moral development in tomorrow's America must
ine'v'itably contemplate the role of school; in the moral education or the
young because the moral attitudes prevailing in America's third century
will at least in part be, predicated upon wliat happens in our schools today.
If the battles of England were won on the playing fields of Eton, the
present moral tone of America was set in the classrooms of our local
schools over the past decades and there it will continue to be set in the
years to come.

As I read my morning newspapers, I often wonder where we as educators
went astray a half century ago and how we might rectify our errors today
lest we fail' to meet the challenge "1.vhich lies before us, I am certain that
most of our citizens are asking ml.:11 the same questions, not as a matter
of historical interest, but from a growing desire to effect improvements in
educational practiceS.

I am reminded that "... in time of crises," as T. Bentley Edwards (2)
has said, "people and governments usually prod their schools. They do this
in a variety of wayss. One usual -cation is to begin a censure orteachers.
Another common response is to engage in criticism of what schools are
teaching. Socrates. accused of inappropriate pedagogy, was actually put to
death." Edwards used these words recently in commenting upon revision
of the curriculum to meet social and economic change. But his words arc
equally ar-m7able to the crises of public and private morality which are
upon us n, .

Fortunately for all of us in modern education who wool.'. avoid the fate
ortocrates but, perhaps, unfortunately fo; society the time gap between
the teaching of precepts of moral behavior and the actual moral practices
rsf those who have been taught is measured in years, even in decades. Just
as those responsible for the early moral education of today's leaders have

77
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not disappeared, so. too, we may be li.mg gone from the Ja.s.sroom and the

reach,of,public censure before our mistakes become evident
If we look back, pondennithe mistakes of others, we find that citi,.ens

of the1910s reacted-to the-cnses of that period .flaming youth. gangland

murders, bootlegging. Teapot Dome scandals. Palmer' Raids," white
sheeteVight riders, and general disrespet for the law with grave concern
for the effectiveness if iharaeter education in the public schools. There

had been character educatien enough, nonetheless. edueltors responded to

the public's demands by plakang even heavier emphasis upon forming

character through school experienes. The schciul ..hifdren of that decade

were expected to develop- a deep and abiding respect for moral and
spiritual values. They were mob/ the differeme between right and ssrsiiig

They were taught respect for the law. They were taughi kolesty. integrity.
and responsibility. Whether the teadung would be effective was another
matter. I think that for sonic of them it was. For others, it assuredly was

not. r .
Where are the student of the twenties and thirties who were taught the

difference between right and wrung where .ire those people now, when
we need them to lead us out of this present swamp of unmor t-havior"
Where are those boys and girls who were taught respect tin law, for
truth, for honesty, for honor, and for justice' Many appear to have
become adults who learned a very different code.

And. what has happened'. between the teaching of the IgAis and the
practice of the 1970s? What progress have we made in the i.onarot kif
crime? What progress have we nude in maintenaike 01 the staintitycof the
family? What progress lute we made in ensuring that the rule of law is
applied with evenhanded Lust e' What progress have we made in strength
ening the mural fiber of those who govern' What proere-s have we nude in

establishing the brotherhood of man?
As Supenntendent of Pubbi. &hoots in Caluorrna. I must ask mys-11

these questions. Bui it I am to disk barge
of children who pass through our piihhti ssinatils 441 their wav to shape the

future of this nation. 1 must ask and answer the far more intik till mittc
nuns. "What is the role and the oesponsihiluv of the public school
moral development ' And why did that past ambitious attempt at drawer
formation yield such inconclusive results"'

I dunk we may t ont Jude trom our eperiertsc over the past halt senior!.
that teachurg moral values as sopvhook masons is not the tole the so.titil

should play in moral development We have lea,cd that readying,
pr,actung is not enough Values and primiples, rt ihcs are it) guide
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behavior, must b. assimilated-into the petsonality and i.umpielierided as an
inhered pan of daily life. Mond teaching must be internalized by the
-stnifent,itit is to have tasting effect.

rid!) like,tc riggest rot yout,considgratton tipt the uhuol 11.15 not
,,,,..Jrie,-bitt-two concurrent toles to play` in moral developmerit. One of these

roles is as developer of unifying valuer, the other, as developer of
irXvidifal values.

Developing the Moral Penonatity

Thee are not easy roles to perform in a diverse and i.timplex suciety at a
time principles ate no inure ..ettain as guides than ate paved/5.1'ot
each maxim learned. Stioihcf. as we know. makes an krption. moreover,
_they would not be easy isles to perfutrn wiy tune. because there ate
extreme difficulties inherent in develteping the mural personality.

As Fred Mahler has waned. more is involved in developing the mutat
personality than the simple nan.smission of (ritual pteueprs (turn aduh to
child. Mahler (5) concludes. on the bisis of recent research. that

The ,moral personalit$ can redu..... neither zo the mcs.hatto.al sum
of previous es.periert..e nor to, a 'ague s441,licsts of fututc
it is the esvttly nano.. sphere ot the permanent OptIons of the loth-

whose *risme aptilzhtes hange marnetorics fathead) in the
eirst.iv of his hie rh 4.0aWilt1Lnit Of the edth.4110/4 he terises atal his
encounters,with the reaIiflvs. standards valovs. and Weak of so..ret)

If Mahler rs .:otreo and ..oitimon sense not', he rs we must e.orkern
01.11SgIve3 with the dull nut Irrupt) as d member sti the %aloof i.tinirouno
but as a member of the total ..otnntuntly at most7,7101.C.711
seises with the espci.tmes he has crthounfered in the past. is ..nkutiotering
in the ptesenr. and Ma) ertuklUsttel 01 the (snore t5.pertern.cs Ta.111.:11 will
(Meet the cluid's family intioe.r....es. his ai.d tchgolos background.
and Wisner:if and economic statili

We are flitirfaced with a ;r11171C177 41110 has Vu(11PleFtIO-A fat hesotnt the
reach of the traditional !elating of halo. skills. We -rte fotved to realize
that we .4..tan no more develop ,.,mprclicnsiusi myk.s1 ,41ucl ;4 our )oull;
svithttlut COI1Ceftllt:4; mast:Ws with the s.41410.1 of loud) than we can
impart comprchertswn of the Wes wtthour retercn..e to the moult. Does
this,rnean that the school should tetuse 1 its to develop a %.0mpichenslort
of rrror3I-vrAttes tsei.atoe faunal edficattkvn zv on:, t7170.1) pan of the total
soda! 1..ontwo .4 the ..htiV Sh.,41,1 the s,hooh ...mid) he the jtme,neuttai
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of each student towaid tealization of lus potential as a worthy and effec
use Wixom," The second i's a coammittrient to the public. The educator."

the code _continues, "believes that democratic ..,lice.nship in us highest
form requires dedication to the principles of o%.i derntii.r3tic hersrage'
The thud, and last, is a commitment to the profession. 'The educator
believes that the quality of the services of thF educatton profession

.directly tni)uences the nation and us citizens. lit, therefore, exettl every
NitlWort to rat it ins professiZnial shit aids, to Improve his service."

It LS WOrilty of note that lids 'ode of ethics puts tointultutein to 1N
SINleflt befOre turntittlnelli to the MIMIC or to theilikinsig proirsm in

Over, t i e years,. teachers have done a far better cub of dciinrng tileisi
ssalurs re) we 'k nomeacheis rimn they base in defining then professional

stilt4zadS of quality colt rol,,,Iyeir rcluctark.e to engage in self policing h.4.
nixie their, mIspect in the 'eyes of students and citirehs dike. Motif ..

modeling, fist essential ingredient of (now: deselopment If.. JitricUlt tti
tike Seriously when those who otty.ht to be the nwdeis, and ought to 4
taking responsibility for ttic rIlegtil; of their peci%. are sit in a covered
wagon circle. protecung the proieSsio apiIINI :track 1

1.,tilike timbers Salt.oi Altntnasitatt> and 010%,1 gLtcrilins bwith has:
no code ot ethics which hat the forte ot 1st+, litttketet, in the iitzmitsuok

411 the Lexul Itighn :mil lb. 1/...iisibtfares ,#f s, h, 4 ne i.+1111r1 old StlaCitli te

Pt mil Afro. ..,1 'lb ,txd con! Om f:locatt,4t and iga. Jung 0.1:til l'ichgtfor

(1 I. adopted tt lilt ( ..killormJ Stale iloatti 01 I titt,..111$41 4.4 }ear. there
are sections which suggeo that 11K qtp., tures Jliu 4t, 11111C8 t41 the S1304)1

AlMid itkilp01,1le 01400114.1[1:21 pi ,11,404,, and Jcino.,fati, pr,,esso!'ilic

gunichtwrs 1.0,,,' Ail Allatsli r.(1',4,10:1 Int lint 4,13%,40,411,14,,,WrS. 4101,11d

cltiliV.MC tag, 4±,k1 ,114.3-1 pti.,c.iltr,..-+ ayAi dentott.ith. ictrning Then 4ittlt
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nonbeliever, We arc aware Thai student parth..pation II- the disopline
process is a mute eite6.11v ltalfiltit c*.Pcsicli..c tot dc,isin making

o than corpoiAl punishment. suspension. tit explits1,41, )ct c petuu the

piesumable atimintstrattse efftstmy 01 authottial.atiNn to plcduth: :tiAt
kind or 'wasteful" expertinenting which democra*.y in tcquitef,

Boardkof edus-Ation are frequently, mote son.:cfned ;soh questions vf-
--4:orititet of intetest *than the) are silth doinonstr:tiwns moral ,.0o,tagc

Dees fttts nuke them sa:u4IsIc y.ersrels id ow t..hovls' A:e the) Kelpie g
to train the Sun *c need' John Kennel) In his hook Pn,Ji c s
Courage (..i) quoted John 4dipis' obserNation It u not :rue na ta.t That
any people- ever lime itr pol;lt, better ilizo theinwtscs:* And )her.
Kennedy went on to ask it that *ere Mit% v.11.1! t1d. ..aitscd statCfaller. V* in
had demonstrated mntai colmqe 3,1 as tile): .1141 ere ansysvte.f, his

question b. saying It wt* flue bc..aust They 1.t'd tits punk.. hettet
th,h-tileives On the 4outt,ts is was. bi:,aosr. the 1.-ted thi-ins*-fles

iles:ausse each one's neeJ fs rnatiitain 11.. c.. rcscre,.1 t3 r. inotc unpottant
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Witson Riles

against. We arc surrounded by those who have not been encouraged to
affirm their moral decisions publicly. who have not eperien.ed the need
to examine the consequences of behaysor or to accept the responsibility
for the consequences after choosing a course of a..tion. and who Lve
never been encouraged to live by their convictions. In the absence
*ape reinforcement, of moral behavior, is it any wonder that everywhere
about us we see abuses of power b} public officials end private corpora
lions, uneven justice, and perpetrated outtages over kltuol integration or
the abohnon of restrictive covenants on real estate or the establishment of
affirmative action employment 'programs? We may safely conclude from,
observations of behavior that freedom, Justice. and brotherhood are not
the most closely held values in today's society.

Fourth, we cannot expect the school to.uischaree its responsibility for
developing values cOntribi4ory to building iadividual self esteem without
some reappt'aisal of reauhtr behas sot and ..,eninunisy standards MorAlit!, is

a habit kis well as a deliberate pradis.e Datl) Amnion to moral t.otiduct in
small details must be encouraged as a V.4) of derrioping a pattern that will
help with more serious moral lodgments Bun how do we encourage alien-
iron hy small details o large judgments when esen the must aberrant
behintior is Londoner.' 'ss teachers feairtal of parental sriiiiism or
continunits pressure'

The Power of Community Pressures

Teai.her', are nos laAing in moral suridarkiN and In the num, they are
bound b? .0,1es t.t ethmar utuoia.,t sititatlt in tit v.bwh subjests them to

dismissal There is. hiAtsc. t t ntrany te,r,heri a :outdo,' about being
iniiolved rn sairug 410.111111g wirt,fit alight be ,.01.ttited as, tnripscruaL
Questions or what ....rho-Liles a standard of mow: behasior are ruck)

indeed, and leartol, pit being caught in .1 riptide of teat:het% find it

sate: to tollow Ilse sva,,, tit the world Chsatrng is igni.red in the ..1.1scronni
because the tea,her !shows that h0.411 :he w Iwod reme. the .rime lies not
in cheating, bur iii gelling ,augtit Disregard or the truth is i.ontioned
-beiausd the teacher knows Iturinvid.,,.i() speaks louder ! nuclei) than

digs veta,,,q An atIbeni so.rers is flattered even when i.onsicri by
constant hes and take pronic.ri. A...spunk e tit the int.rinstk Gttriii rtt the

individual human being and ,.ttain 1.,i preserving his integrity ate
subordinated to normaluing bun to sc.ord with the vibtit; !rent} tilt

saandardri.ation Benaig: 01 ,.iitiniVsaikg ,orminsnits pit-wires teachers

H



The. Rosa of the School

mode! values they only lull aki.ept (desert rezect in the lsris.i y of their
own souls.

I suggest that the student is more eager ,to' Neltd1 tot truth than his
teachers realize and more subjeo to ..onfirs.ts in the morally :ax slassroom
than he would be in the moral!) firm one lie needs honest spas:: within
which to grow, not spurious freedom from standar,l Fie dis,..ussion in

the classroom of, .rons, alternatives, and tonNequero.es would imulse the
student in the problem staking and desision making whidi lead to one's
formulating his ow.. radial prinopies. and would ser se itrui far better than
easy coverups. There is a sense of personal az,...nonability in all tit us It
needs freedom to grow and deselop and ie.nlon-einent and support until it
reaches ritatu.tq. When the teaLlier estAlishes and maintains a Innate in
winch personal reoltude ,411:tUttlf:....onfit..ts bei,.eeir desirable ittin Ktple,
and reasonable practie, are !:1,d} to be residsed rite proi, irks instate
ethical practices

I think that neitlicr te.khers tint adrutrut,ators should .-se:rate sons
mutiny piessure as a deterrent to ideal slat iris tn..1.11 Iselialor In

spi :e of our disersos . the'e are in..r al gra...lent.'. Attlat our sooetl, uniser-
sallY accepts The are e%ljell: the n.fal with
recent,'" responded to the ,,t.esrioastn.arnples 1:Istis e tin lundled

A slender but turn nue. I inn,. .1% ,!.e iii i4..t ouid a,
itIVCIFiCS It it soIlletiftle, ,t`cfw..! Hst patterhot
hit, we can tint! it I's Mot,' Nail' 4,11 1/10,1

make %.:co,111 that ea,h v., .0 tha.
thread Jfiti 01 theif 1:sp.,1-1ri3,;(1: r .t ,,t,,st nc r, ;c ,ol the

s...11.)41 in rtt,Ital ,te%et,pinerlt ,he

Vol 0111:,.. ',t, he.! bar

its ,Joinc Ater, A ,A;uf,
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